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WAYS FORWARD
A workshop series for newly arrived
migrants on well-being, stress management, reconciliation, and acceptance
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The workshop series Ways forward has been developed
by MILSA in collaboration with Kerstin Selén from Sensus
adult educational association, and Ulrica Fritzson from
The Reconciliation Group, Church of Sweden.
The film series “After the flight”, produced by
Katarina Boberg and Ordlek, is a tool to facilitate
the conversations in the workshops.
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WHAT IS WAYS FORWARD?
Ways forward is a workshop series on well-being, stress management, reconciliation, and acceptance.
The series is part of a programme developed by MILSA (Support Platform for Migration and Health)
that integrates civic and health communication in collaboration with supportive resources such as civil
society associations, the municipality, and healthcare. The workshop series Ways forward requires a
supportive environment with access to pre-established collaborators that can provide resources and
support to the participants, as well as to the leaders, in case of need.

TARGET GROUP
The workshop series is aimed at newly arrived refugees who experience high levels of stress. They
should not be severely traumatized, but may, due to an increased level of stress, have difficulties to
benefit from the general interventions within the establishment programme. Participants should receive
relevant information about the workshop series in advance. They should also be informed that participation in a workshop, requires an ability to take an interest in others. It is critical that participation is based
on personal interests.

PURPOSE
The purpose of the workshop series is to enable participants to find effective stress reducing methods
to promote continued personal development and fulfilment. The workshop participants collaborate to
find effective methods to deal with stress and improve their well-being.
Another aim of the workshops is to enhance the participants’ self-understanding; to understand that a
high level of stress and certain reactions and feelings are normal given their experiences. Moreover,
participants will be guided to find strategies that are easily implemented in their journey towards wellbeing and recovery.
An important aspect of the workshop methodology is the use of dialogue and specific exercises to
affirm the participants’ strengths and identities, strengthen their motivation to pursue self-recovery,
strengthen self-confidence, and to support a future-oriented approach. Additionally, participants are
guided to explore the tools and understanding of the process that can lead to reconciliation and
acceptance.

STRUCTURE
The workshop series is structured into twelve two-hour meetings including a break. Each meeting can
be extended, but preferably not shortened. Experience has shown that participants need time to be
able to acquire new skills, establish healthy habits, locate new meeting places, and form new connections. Participation in the workshop must be easily combined with other activities. The more the participation relates to other activities in a cohesive programme, the better.
An appropriate number of participants is between seven and twelve persons. The distribution between
women and men should be as even as possible. The workshop is held in the participants’ native language.
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WORKSHOP LEADERS
The workshop series requires two workshop leaders, preferably one of each gender, who are trained
and experienced civic and health communicators, and have taken part in MILSA’s in-depth training in
mental health. The leaders must be personally suitable and exude positive energy.
The leaders need a supportive environment and access to supervision and relevant information on
where to refer participants who are unable to fully benefit from the workshops or who require other
support.

MATERIAL
Notebook for the participants. Participants need note-taking material. It is nice if they can be given a
small notebook.
Three films in the film series After the flight, the first about identity, the second about stress, and the
third about trauma, have been produced to provide a basis for conversations and to give participants
basic knowledge about stress and trauma.
Leader guide. This guide is intended as support for the workshop leader. The leader guide includes
material for the storytelling cards which have been created to inspire positive stories and conversations.
Two additional films in the film series After the flight are about being a parent in Sweden. The first one
concerns parenting younger children, and the second concerns parenting older children. These films
have a conversation guide that can be used when necessary.
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LEADER GUIDE
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GUIDE FOR WORKSHOP
LEADERS
You should read the entire guide before the start of
the workshops. The text refers to ’you as a workshop
leader’. As the workgroups require two leaders ‘you’
should often be read as ’the two of you’.
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This guide is written for you who will be leading workshops for newly arrived refugees in matters of
well-being, stress, forgiveness, grief, reconciliation, and acceptance.
The workshop series deals with difficult issues. The participants are in a precarious situation and have
often not yet settled in their new country. They may not yet have all the practicalities that are important
for a sense of security in place, such as work and comfortable accommodation. They may be living with
a great deal of concern for the well-being of family, relatives, and friends who are not safe. More often
than not, the participants have experiences of trauma related to the migration process. They suffer great
stress, which is normal in extreme situations.
Still, the participants have achieved a great deal: they managed to get here, despite arduous and
dangerous roads. They are strong, able and competent, and possess experiences and wisdom that can
enrich us.
The purpose of the workshop series is to support the participants in their process to gather the strength
they need to master their lives, by the way of reflection and safe conversation, by building a sense of
community in the group, and by instilling confidence and trust.

THE WORKSHOP AND THE LEADER
THE INTIMATE GROUP WHERE EVERYONE IS A TEACHER
The workshop series takes the form of a study circle. A study circle is comprised of a smaller group of
participants who seek and share knowledge with each other. It focuses on the participants themselves
and is characterised by everyone’s participation. An important premise of the study circle is that everyone can contribute with knowledge, thoughts, and experiences.
Seven to ten participants are ideal for a study circle. The group is big enough to provide a breadth of
experiences and perspectives, but not too large while sharing, when everyone is to be listened to.
The group needs stability to function well. It will not work if new participants join the circle along the
way. Every participant is important and should therefore attend every meeting. The same, of course,
applies to both leaders.

STUDY CIRCLE WITHOUT A BOOK
The material for this study circle include three films as starting points for conversations and this leader
guide with conversation suggestions and exercises, but no study material for the participants. The participants need paper and a pencil. It is nice if they can be given a small notebook.

IMPORTANT TO MAKE ROOM FOR PARTICIPANTS’ INITIATIVES
In a study circle, the most important starting point is always the participants’ needs, interests, and questions. The participants are able to influence the content and working methods. The approach presented
in the guide is merely a suggested starting point. Likewise, the exercises and discussion questions are
suggestions. The circle/workshop leader is considerate of the participants’ wishes while staying on topic; this is a study circle that deals with certain topics and not others.

OPEN MINDS
Participants of a study circle must be open-minded. There is room for differing perspectives. There is an
atmosphere where participants dare to express themselves without being completely clear about what
they think and feel. Thoughts and ideas are tested and explored. There are no simple answers and no
’right’ and ’wrong’. It’s not black or white.

TIME FOR BUILDING COMMUNITY AND TIME FOR REFLECTION
As a rule the warm sense of community emerges by the third meeting. Between meetings, the participants have time for reflection and to test new ideas and suggestions.
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ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE WORKSHOP LEADER
It is important that you are clear about your function and your responsibilities. You are facilitating the
process in the group, you are not the teacher with answers to all questions. Your task is not to lecture,
but to shortly introduce each theme and to lead the exercises. The more active the participants are, the
better. A number of methods to generate engagement and participation are described on page fifteen.
Note that you are not a therapist who is there to solve all the problems of the participants. Strive to be
positive, encouraging, and motivating. Recognise and affirm the participants’ strengths and progress.
If you are asked a question that you cannot answer, first turn to the group, secondarily, ask if someone in
the group can find out the answer by next time, thirdly, find out for yourself by the next time, and fourthly, if the question is too complicated, state that it is outside of the scope of the study circle.
To feel confident as a leader you need to have participated in MILSA’s in-depth training. It is important
that you yourself have tested the exercises and methods included in Ways forward.

SOURCE CRITICISM
In conversations about health and well-being, participants may mention tips and ideas that are not
scientifically correct. If they are not directly harmful, you can ignore them. For example, if someone tells
you that they have become much less stressed and sleep better when they tie a woollen thread around
their big toe, then it probably works for them. Beliefs and expectations can accomplish a lot. But if a
participant claims, for example, that we need certain dietary supplements - perhaps the participant has
read about this - you need to kindly ask some source-critical questions, such as: Where is this information coming from? If the answer is ’from the internet’, the next question will be: Which source on the
internet? Take the opportunity to explain that there are many who want to profit from people’s ill health.
What appears to be information is, in fact, often advertising.
Some participants may have knowledge of traditional cures. Such so-called home remedies have existed - and exist - in every culture. Home remedies can be helpful and harmless, but some of them may be
harmful. They can be indirectly harmful if they prevent people from seeking professional care.
When the topic of a study circle is health and well-being, we stay on topic if we take some time to talk
about source criticism. Together with your participants, search for trustworthy information from reliable
websites.

TWO LEADERS, MALE AND FEMALE
There are several reasons why it is optimal to have two leaders. It provides security if something happens
and a participant needs individual care. Two leaders can make plans together. Decide before each
meeting who is responsible for what. Take turns giving input and leading the discussions. You may
complement each other: where one of you enjoys sharing and imparting knowledge, the other enjoys
leading conversations and exercises. When you have told the group something, invite the other leader
and ask if there is something they want to add or comment on.
Two pairs of eyes see more than one. Together, you see more clearly what happens in the group; if
someone wants to say something, if someone does not seem to understand, if someone gets upset.
Together you can evaluate each meeting and discuss if there is something you should do differently
next time, or if there is something that needs to be repeated.
It is important that you feel comfortable with each other. You should have a friendly, supportive, and
generous approach to one another and share the floor. You are role models for the group in the way
you act towards each other.
Under most circumstances and for several reasons, it is a good idea to have a leader of each gender.
This is especially important here. For example, if a participant starts to cry (which is not dangerous in
itself), they may feel more comfortable receiving comfort and physical closeness from a person of the
same gender.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF PROVIDING SECURITY IN THE GROUP
Being a workshop leader, it is your job to establish and promote security in the group. In this type of
workshop, where the participants have an elevated stress level, this is especially important. Here, security is not only a goal in itself, but also a means to strengthen the participants’ learning. A participant who
does not feel safe has difficulties participating in conversations and absorbing knowledge. For each
participant to come into their own, learn something new, and dare to contribute, a sense of security
within the group is vital.

STRUCTURE AND FRAMEWORKS PROVIDE SECURITY
You are responsible for the group following the structure of the workshop and staying on topic. Clarity,
a fixed structure, and ground rules that the participants draw up together, bring forth a sense of security.
An established framework enables us to stay on topic. We keep to our times, both when it comes to
being punctual and when we have set time frames for an exercise, such as when you say: ’Everyone will
have two minutes to share.’ Talking for a shorter period of time is fine, but it is not okay for someone to
talk for five minutes. Later in the text, you will get some tips on how to set time frames effortlessly.

A CALM AND SAFE CONVERSATION ENVIRONMENT
The leaders are responsible for ensuring a calm and safe environment. The group must not be disturbed. The room should be furnished in a way that creates peace and quiet. Participants should be able
to sit comfortably around a table. A tablecloth on the table, a fruit bowl, and a vase of flowers make the
room nicer. The room should also be equipped with a screen to show films, a whiteboard, and preferably a flipchart to write on.

A ’PARKING SPACE’ CONTRIBUTES TO PEACE AND CALM
Draw a square on the board that you mark with a P or another sign that represents a parking space. If
any participant has a question or wants to raise something that is not suitable at the moment, write it
down in the ’parking space’ and say that it will be addressed at a later time. The participant feels that
you take them seriously and is reassured to know that there will be time for the topic later on. A parking
space can, like ground rules, help you to prevent and manage conflicts.

GROUND RULES CONTRIBUTE TO PEACE AND CALM
Clearly stated, and accepted ground rules inform us of how we are expected to behave. At the first
meeting, the participants draw up ground rules for their time together such as: Allowing your peers to
talk without interruptions, keeping your mobiles on silent, being on time, and not disclosing what is said
in the room to others, are examples of ground rules that contribute to security and calm.

MOVEMENT CONTRIBUTES TO PEACE AND CALM
Every now and then, make sure to encourage your participants to move around. It is not healthy for
anyone to sit still for a long period of time. For people who have a lot of anxiety, it may be impossible.
Therefore, add movement exercises between discussions. When you have written something on the
board, ask the participants to come forward. Look for opportunities!

WHEN DIFFICULT EMOTIONS ARE TRIGGERED
The feeling of security within the group may give free way for difficult and painful memories to resurface. This can cause fits of tears and/or anxiety.
You must be prepared for strong feelings and reactions and know how to respond adequately. First and
foremost, keep calm. Feelings are not dangerous. Tears are not dangerous.
Perhaps a fellow participant offers consolation to the person who is crying. If the participant wishes to
depart from the group you can guide them into another room, while the other leader calms the other
participants. Once everyone feels secure and cared for the work can continue.
Remain calm and refrain from asking any questions. Listen calmly and offer physical contact if you feel
it may provide reassurance or comfort. If the person is very upset, you can ask them to breathe deeply and
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calmly. This may keep the panic at bay. Do not leave them until they have calmed down. The outburst
may have relieved the pressure so that the person feels better after a while and can rejoin the group.

IF A PARTICIPANT REACTS WITH STRONG ANXIETY
If a participant has a severe attack of anxiety or panic, keep in mind that it is about something that has
happened in the past. Recall them to the present. Tell them that they are in a safe place. If it feels natural
touch the person gently and try to make eye contact. Ask the person to feel the floor beneath their feet.
Ask them to look around the room. You do this to anchor them to the security of the present moment.
Call for assistance if the participant is unable to calm down. Contact your supervisor, or designated
health center. Otherwise, call psychiatric emergency care.
If the participant calms down but you believe that they need more support than a workshop can provide,
refer them to relevant resources or the health center. You may need guidance from your supervisor.

WE MAY NEED TO LET GO OF OUR PLANS…
Unexpected things may happen and we must abandon our plans and ambitions. A participant may
share something so major and intrusive that it is neither sensible, humane, nor possible to follow the set
programme.

PROTECT PARTICIPANTS WHEN EXTREMELY PAINFUL
EXPERIENCES ARE BROUGHT UP
When participants share difficult experiences, the leader must set up safety rails. If conversation touches
on sensitive issues and agitates painful experiences, it is your job to protect the participants’ integrity.
No one should be tricked into sharing something they do not want to share.
One way to maintain the safety rail is to prevent questions from the group by saying, ‘Right now we are
just listening and not asking questions.’ Naturally, you yourself do not ask any questions that may entice
the participant to say more than they are comfortable with.

IMPORTANT TO BE ABLE TO ‘PASS’ WHEN GOING AROUND THE TABLE
Remind participants of their right to ‘pass’; to refrain from answering and let the person next in turn talk.
This is also a way of upholding the safety rail.

WHEN HORRIBLE EXPERIENCES ARE SHARED
If a participant shares a severely traumatic experience, graphic details may trigger anxiety in other participants. Protect the group by setting up the safety rail: ‘Please share with us, but in less detail. It may be
too painful for us to hear.’

THERE IS A DIFFERENCE BETWEEN BEING THERAPEUTIC AND PEDAGOGICAL
You must be clear about your role - you are the discussion leader in a workshop and not a therapist.
Do not ask ‘What was it like for you?’ or ‘How did/do you feel?’.
The participant should never feel the pressure to talk about themselves.
When you discuss the films After the flight, you should base your questions on the stories and the
people in the films: How did they feel? What did they experience?
Do not ask follow-up questions when a participant shares something very painful.
Ask follow-up questions when a participant is talking about something they have accomplished:
‘What gave you the courage to do this?’, ‘What gave you the strength to make that decision?’
This way, you encourage the participants’ coping strategies - they can inspire each other.
Ask positive questions as often as possible.
Do not offer personal advice. Instead, refer to the general advice provided in this guide and in the
films After the flight, and what can be found on reliable websites.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR STRUCTURING THE WORKSHOPS
It is beneficial if a workshop has a fairly fixed structure. We feel secure when we know what is expected
of us. Here are suggestions for structuring the workshops:
Check-in. Begin each meeting with a brief check-in. Ask a simple, positive question that anyone can
answer. For example: Share something nice that has happened since our last meeting. Share in a
maximum of five sentences. (Important to have a framework!)
Rear-view mirror. Do a ‘rear-view mirror’: What did we do last time? Do you have any thoughts or
questions regarding what we discussed then?
Homework assignment. How did it go? Focus on what went well, the positive. Affirm and encourage
those who tried. Encourage those who have not tried by saying that there will be more opportunities.
The purpose of the homework assignments is to connect the activities we discuss during our meetings
to their everyday life. At best, new healthy habits can be established.
Relaxation exercise. Justify this by it being an effective way to ‘settle’. Explain that deep breathing
makes us feel calmer. It will then be easier to listen, to learn, and to talk.
The relaxation exercise is a tool you can use in your daily life, so it is good to practice.
Theme. Today’s theme with discussions and exercises. Make a selection from the film clips and
conversation questions suggested. The important thing is not to do them all. The important thing is
that conversations are meaningful for the participants.
Movement exercise. Break up the sedentary time with an exercise that get the participants to move
about. Do several such exercises at each meeting. They do not take long, but they energise you.
Conversations based on the storytelling cards. When the participants share, they get to know each
other better. They reflect on who they are and where they want to go. (Sometimes you may prioritise
spending more time on other conversation suggestions.)
For next time. There are suggested assignments for the participants to do between meetings. For the
first meetings, it is about getting to know each other and reflecting on yourself. For the later meetings,
the assignment is to practice something that makes them feel better. At best, the participants acquire
some new healthy habits. Thus, it is important to give assignments between meetings.
Checkout. Wrap up the meeting: “Take a couple of minutes by yourself, perhaps look into your
notebook, and think of what is the most important thing that you bring from today’s meeting?”
Go around the table. Anyone who wants to can ‘pass’, that is, refrain from answering. Remind the
participants of the time for your next meeting.

THE STORYTELLING CARDS
The point of the cards is to encourage the participants to talk about themselves and their lives in a simple and playful way. The purpose is to emphasise that everyone is a unique and multifaceted individual
with a story, abilities, driving forces, and a future.
Things happen when we share our stories: We see one another. We are reminded of who we are, of our
strengths, and of what we are proud of. We see ourselves in each other and experience a sense of community. Or we meet someone who is completely different; our curiosity is awakened, we want to learn
more, and we expand our worldview.
The storytelling cards can be brought out towards the end of a meeting to lighten the mood when
heavy issues have been discussed. All topics on the storytelling cards are intended to inspire positive
conversations.
The storytelling cards can also be used if you have time to spare.

HOW TO USE THE STORYTELLING CARDS
Sit in a circle so that everyone can see each other.
Place the deck of cards upside down on the table so the words are not visible. Ask the participants:
Who wants to go first?
The person who goes first takes a card and answers the question on the card. If the person does not
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want to answer that particular question, they pick another card. The storyteller talks uninterrupted while
the other participants listen attentively.
The next person in turn answers the same question. Or - if they do not want to answer that question they pick up another card.
You go around the table until everyone has had the opportunity to share.
Sometimes all participants might share based on the same card. This can provide a basis for a subsequent discussion.
If the participants are tight-lipped and the storytelling round goes quickly, you can do another round
or two. If the theme of the meeting has taken up most of the time, you can skip the storytelling cards.

THREE FILMS AS BASIS FOR CONVERSATIONS
AND FOR INCREASED KNOWLEDGE
Three films have been produced– After the flight - to serve as a starting point and support for conversations with newly arrived refugees about migration-related stress and mental ill-health.
The films are based on a large number of interviews with experts as well as people with personal experience. Some of those interviewed participate in the film, but the frame story is fictional.
The films highlight the experiences, thoughts, and feelings that many of those who were interviewed
had in common. These are frequent reactions, and your participants will recognise themselves in what
they see. The idea with the films - and with the conversations about the films - is for your participants to
feel and understand that their feelings and reactions are normal and that they are not odd to feel and
react as they do. The films confirm that the process of fleeing one’s country and establishing oneself into
into a foreign culture come with major challenges. The films want to provide tips that may make everyday life manageable. The films also want to offer hope: the people we meet in the films tell us that there
are ways forward to having a good life in Sweden.
The fictional story in the films, the frame story, is about the same main characters: the photographer
Namir and his friend Solomon. The frame story starts in the first film and ends in the last.
The films are fifteen minutes long. Each film is divided into eight clips that address different issues and
perspectives within the theme.
This guide suggests that the films are used at the third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, and ninth meeting.

SUGGESTED CONVERSATION QUESTIONS BASED ON FILM CLIPS
After showing a film clip, lead the group discussion using this guide. This guide provides suggestions
for questions to discuss. The text about each film clip is a reminder of what the people in the clip said,
that you can use as a starting point in your conversations. You will find these texts further on in this
guide. If you think of other questions that will suit your group better, use those instead.

FILM 1 - IDENTITY
The theme of the first film is identity. It is about finding your way in a new country where you are a
stranger and where everything is new. A country with different norms and values. It is about the grief of
what you have lost. About the concern for those who remain.

FILM 2 - STRESS
The theme of the second film is stress, especially stress related to migration. The film explains what
stress is, why you get stressed, and how stress can feel and be managed.

FILM 3 - TRAUMA
The theme of the third film is post-war, post-persecution, and post-flight trauma. The film is about what
can cause a trauma, how it can feel to be traumatised, and how you can support a family member suffering from trauma.
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WHY IS FILM A TOOL IN THE DISCUSSION GROUP?
One point of basing the conversation on film is that the participants can talk about their own issues
and problems without saying more than they are comfortable with. It is always possible to talk about
the people we see and hear in the film and about their feelings and thoughts, instead of talking about
ourselves.
Another point is that the participants can get help to put their own feelings and thoughts into words
from the characters in the films.
In the same way, other participants can, during discussions about the films, express themselves in a way
they can identify with.
Still another point is that the films can provide keys to self-understanding.

FILMS FOR CONVERSATIONS ABOUT PARENTING STRESS
Being a parent is difficult for everyone. Being a parent in a new culture is particularly demanding and exposes a person to even greater challenges. It challenges, not least, a person’s identity. A lot of stress that
newly arrived migrants experience can thus be linked to parenthood, and it is possible that the discussion leader must prioritise conversations about this if there are parents in your group.
In that case, you can use the two films about parenting that MILSA has produced. The films about
parenting are part of the film series ‘After the flight’, which consists of a total of five films. The parenting
films can be used in workshops on parenting. They have a separate guide with suggestions for conversations, but it is possible to incorporate parts of the parenting material into this workshop series.

PRACTICAL ADVICE BEFORE SCREENING
Make sure, well in advance, that your technical equipment works. Make sure that the sound can be
heard throughout the room and that the light in the room is not too bright.
The films and clips have optional subtitles in seven languages: Swedish, English, Arabic, Somali,
Tigrinya, Dari, and Pashto. You select subtitles in the media player on your computer.

METHODS FOR CREATING A SENSE OF PARTICIPATION
AND SECURITY IN THE WORKSHOP GROUP
REFLECTION
A method that promotes contemplation is to take a short break after each question and let everyone
think in silence for a while. Encourage the participants to make notes. That helps them to stay focused,
which makes it easier to pay attention to the others while they speak. (Often, we are so focused on keeping in mind what we are going to say when it is our turn, so that we cannot listen attentively.)

GOING AROUND THE TABLE
A method that promotes interest and safe conversation is ‘going around the table’. This is a method
that makes room for the quietest person and sets a limit for the dominant. You introduce a discussion
question, and every participant gets to talk, one after the other. It is often a good idea to use a ‘talking
object’, an object that the speaker holds until they have finished speaking. Then they hand over the
object to the person sitting next to them. A talking object makes the method easier to stick to and is
therefore helpful.
There are a number of rules that participants must learn:
Everyone speaks for oneself. This means that you only talk about what you yourself think and feel.
In order for everyone to get the floor, you must not talk for too long. (An hourglass emptying in two
minutes can be a good tool.)
No one is forced to speak when you go around the table. Use a signal word (like ‘pass’) when you do
not want to speak.
If anyone wants advice or opinions from the others, they must ask for it. However well-meaning advice
may be, it might be unwanted.
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Many of us need time to think, and we often get new ideas while listening to others. Therefore, it can be
a good idea to go around the table one more time, in order to give those who want to the opportunity
to add more thoughts, ideas, or answers.

HIVES
To involve everyone in the discussion, ask the participants to discuss the issue in pairs or in a small
group. (The name of the method comes from the fact that there is a ‘buzz’ in the room when many people are talking at the same time.)
Hives can also be used before going around the table. In a hive you can try out your thoughts. It can
feel safe to get the help of one or a couple of people to finish your thought and put it into words before
expressing it in front of the whole group.

BOUNCE BACK QUESTIONS
Instead of answering a question, return the question to the group: ‘Do any of you have thoughts on this
matter?’, ‘Does anyone have a tip…?’, ‘Have anyone heard of this?’ Bring out the knowledge, the wisdom
and the ideas which exist within the group.

BRAINSTORM
A brainstorm is suitable for gathering ideas, thoughts, or suggestions. Everyone is invited to participate.
Ask the whole group a question or request ideas or thoughts. Write down what is said on the board.
Do this quickly, without commenting. Nothing is valued during the brainstorm, everything is included.
When everyone has had the opportunity to say all that they want to say, you can, together with the participants, sort out and discuss what has come up.

GATHER IDEAS USING POST-IT NOTES
An alternative to brainstorming is for participants to write down their suggestions on Post-it notes, one
suggestion per note. Collect them when everyone is finished writing and post them on the wall. Write
the question/topic on the board, and make sure that everyone has got it right. Ideas tend to breed new
ideas, so after everyone has read through the notes, ask if anyone has any further suggestions.
Post-it notes can also be used if you want to collect questions from the participants about issues that
might be embarrassing or delicate in other respects.

PITFALLS FOR THE WORKSHOP GROUP
NEGATIVE CONVERSATIONS CAN MAKE THE GROUP FEEL LOW
The workshop group can be a valuable outlet where you openly can talk about your hardships and feel
heard and understood. That is a good feeling.
However, there is a risk that the participants may reinforce each other’s negativity, which makes everyone feel worse instead of better. To steer away from this pitfall, you should try to highlight the positive
that may still be in there somewhere. You can ask what one could do to deal with the problem in order
to encourage constructiveness and steer the conversation towards coping strategies (things we can do
to deal with difficult situations). Another example: If someone shares an experience of poor treatment
from (for instance) the social services, you can - after briefly affirming the participant’s feelings - ask if
anyone can share an experience of good treatment.
To “lift” a conversation that revolves around misery and difficulties is an important task that can challenge your creativity and empathy. The suffering that the participants express needs to have its place,
and their feelings must not be neglected. It cannot be emphasised enough how important it is to maintain a balance. To see - and confirm that you have seen - the participants’ suffering, and after that gently
direct the conversation towards something constructive and positive.
Beware of either-or-thinking among your participants; that something or someone - for example, an
employment agent or other civil servant - is described and talked about as merely bad and evil and in-
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capable of doing anything right, while something, or someone else - for example yourself - is described
as all good and completely flawless. (Being idealised can be flattering, but it leads to a heavy burden of
expectations). Help your participants to put things into perspective: Most things are neither entirely bad,
nor entirely good.
If any participant complains - for example about the Social Services - do not go into long speeches of
defence or lengthy explanations. Point to the agenda - what you are there to do today.
A general tip is to highlight the positive. Always end a session with a positive exercise or question,
something that points to what you can do, and creates hope.

THE PARTICIPANTS’ MENTAL DEFENSES BREAK DOWN
If you suspect that a participant is embellishing their story or if they are avoiding an issue, leave it!
The participant may need to protect themselves from a memory or a truth. You must not act as a therapist and you must leave the participant’s defence mechanisms alone.
Do not ask follow-up questions when a participant shares a particularly difficult experience.
Never question a participant’s story.
Always remind the participants of their right to ‘pass’ when going around the table.
As a leader, you are responsible for ensuring that the participants do not provoke each other or try to
act as each other’s therapists. If this happens, you should firmly set them straight.
In the safe space that you create, you give the participants an opportunity to lay down their defences
themselves when they are ready for it and process their experiences at exactly the depth that suits them.

THE GROUP DOES NOT STAY ON TOPIC
There may be a high level of engagement on issues that do not concern the workshop’s themes, such as
politics. When the participants raise such issues it is your job to keep the group on topic and speak up:
‘This question is not relevant to today’s theme. You can talk about it after the meeting.’
If relevant questions come up that cannot be accommodated now, write them down in the parking
space. Explain that you take responsibility for addressing the issue at a later time.

A PARTICIPANT TAKES UP TOO MUCH SPACE
It is common in groups that one participant has such a great need to talk that little space is left to the
others. A simple and tactful way to solve the problem is to set time frames: ‘We shall go around the
table and everyone will have two minutes to speak.’ (You get to say quite a lot in two minutes.) One of
the leaders can jokingly say that they are assuming the role of ‘time police’ and will signal when it is time
to let the next person have the floor.
You can also to use an hourglass. If you use an hourglass, you can point at it, instead of pointing at the
talkative person, when the time is up. You need two hourglasses so that there is always one that has not
been ‘started’ when it is the next person’s turn to talk. There are inexpensive hourglasses designed to
get children to brush their teeth long enough.
Another tip is for one of the leaders to sit next to the participant who might take too much space. That
allows the leader to, discreetly but firmly, press the arm or hand of the person and say something like:
‘Now let’s listen to the person who’s in turn’.
A participant might dominate the conversation because they are so preoccupied with their ill-health that
they are unable to take an interest in others. That participant needs a different kind of support than an
intervention like this can provide. Contact your supervisor.
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WHEN A PARTICIPANT EXPRESSES GUILT AND SHAME
You should usually avoid asking follow-up questions when participants share painful experiences, but if
a participant blames themselves, a question to relieve guilt may still be in order: ‘Given what you knew
then, could you have done anything differently?’ ‘Given what was possible then, could you have done
anything differently?’

IF A PARTICIPANT DOES NOT WANT TO…
IF A PARTICIPANT IS HARD ON THEMSELF
It is hard work to change your attitudes, there is a lot of resistance. A participant might see thousands of
obstacles, a participant might blame themselves for everything gone wrong. A question that can lead
the participant to think kinder and more helpful thoughts about themselves is: ‘What advice would you
give yourself if you were your own best friend?’, ‘What would you say to yourself now if you were your
own best friend?’

TAKE BREAKS WITH A SIMPLE PHYSICAL EXERCISE
If you are stressed your body is usually tense. You may also have an itchy feeling. It may be difficult to sit
still. It is not healthy for anyone to sit still for a long time.
Alternate your conversations with simple movement exercises. Tell the participants: ‘Now it’s time to
move.’ Demonstrate the exercises and explain how to perform them. Always participate yourself.
Here are a few examples of movement exercises. If you have other exercises that suit your group, use
those.

STRETCH THE ENTIRE BODY
The first exercise has been called ‘the happiest movement in the world.’ It opens the chest and involves
a large part of the body.
Stand up firmly with your feet apart.
Stretch your arms as high as you can while getting up on your toes and taking a deep breath.
Lower your arms, keeping them wide apart, while breathing out and lowering your heels.
Repeat a number of times.

PICKING APPLES
This is another, even simpler, stretching exercise:
Stand up firmly with your feet apart.
Stretch your arms, one at a time, high above your head and rise on your toes to ‘pick apples’.

PAT THE BODY
This is a perfect exercise when you feel stiff, tired, or cold:
Start by patting the backside of one of your hands with the other hand.
Pat your palm and continue patting your arm up to your shoulder.
Continue patting all the way down your body. When you reach one foot, switch hands and pat your
body upwards. When your reach your shoulder, pat the other arm towards your hand.

SHAKE THE BODY
It can feel good to shake off tensions. This exercise makes us look silly. It is a great exercise in a safe group
where you can laugh with and at each other. Judge for yourself if the exercise is suitable for your group. If
someone looks uncomfortable, shorten the exercise without letting on that it has a continuation. If a participant gets wound up, you also need to stop.
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Stand up firmly with your feet apart.
Shake your shoulders loose. Feel that they are relaxed.
Tilt your head against one shoulder. Roll your head slowly. First a few rolls in one direction.
Then a few rolls in the other direction.
Move your jaws sideways and let your lower jaw hang down.
Shake your knees. Try to stay relaxed in the arms, neck, and shoulders. Continue like this for a while.

SOME EASY GAMES FOR WHEN THERE IS TIME TO SPARE
If there is time to spare or if you feel that the group needs a boost of energy, add a game. Here are a
few suggestions:

COMPLETE A SENTENCE
The leader starts a sentence. Every participant who wants to can finish it when going around the table.
Examples: ‘I love to…’, ‘I feel hopeful when…’, ‘If I could do magic I would…’, ‘I like spring best because
then…’.

THREE GOOD DATES
Ask each participant to choose three good dates in their life and share what happened then.

THREE FAVOURITE COLOURS
Ask each participant to choose three colours that they like very much. Ask them to tell why, and what the
colours represent.

BEFORE THE FIRST MEETING
INFORMATION MEETING FOR PERSONS IN THE TARGET GROUP
It is highly valuable if the target group can be invited to a meeting where they get information about the
workshop series Ways forward. It is good if they get to meet the leaders, and if they get the opportunity to ask questions. Try to encourage and motivate participation in the workshop series. It is, however,
important that everyone who participates has made a conscious decision to do so. If it is not possible
to arrange an information meeting, it is important to find another way to give the target group sufficient
information about the workshop series.

CHECK WITH THE PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR THE WORKSHOP SERIES
In good time before the workshops starts, you need to talk to the person responsible for the workshops,
to ensure that the room is calm and cosy and in every way suitable for its purpose.
You also need to make sure that you have access to the materials and technical equipment needed.
Furthermore, you need to discuss how to offer the participants coffee / tea.
Take advantage of this person’s network to connect the workshops and the participants to the local
associations, culture, and sports.

MATERIAL FOR THE WORKSHOP SERIES
You will need this leader guide, access to the film series After the flight, and a set of storytelling cards in
the participants’ native language.
Participants shall have note-taking materials (preferably a notebook) and a pen.
You also need flipcharts and Post-it notes. For the third meeting, you need a paper with the picture of a
spider web for each participant. At the fourth meeting, you need a large vessel, bucket or pot that can
withstand fire. At the fourth meeting, you also need a bowl of small stones, one stone for each partici-
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pant. At the tenth meeting, you need sturdy paper to paint on, sponges, and watercolours. At the last
meeting, you need some freezer tape.

TWO LEADERS PLANNING TOGETHER
The workshop leaders must meet beforehand to get to know each other and plan together. Before each
session, you should have a plan for who does what, even though you can deviate from the plan when
the situation calls for it. The more you cooperate, the better it will be for everyone. It is imperative that
both of you are always present. You always have a shared responsibility, even if you divide the tasks. For
your work, and for the good of your participants, it is important that you enjoy spending time together,
that you trust each other and respect each other.

CONTACT THE PARTICIPANTS
It is a good idea to call the participants a day or so before the start of the workshop series to check-in
and to tell them that you are looking forward to meeting them and to ask if they have any questions.
Make sure that they know when and where you are meeting. A short conversation can make them feel
safe, welcome, and more motivated.
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FIRST MEETING
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THEME:

WORKSHOPS
OBJECTIVE
Participants feel welcome, safe, and motivated to
join the workshops. They will know what a workshops is and what is expected. They will learn a
relaxation exercise.
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You need to be on-site ahead of time. Check that you have everything you need: whiteboard or flipchart
to write on, note-taking materials for the participants, water, and glasses. The room should be furnished
so that all of you can sit around a table. Remove excess chairs and reduce the size of the table if it is
too large (and if possible). Consider whether it is possible to make the room nicer by simple means, for
example with a tablecloth on the table, a flower, or a candle. Draw a parking space (see page 10) on
the board.

PROVIDE A SENSE OF SECURITY
1. THE PARTICIPANTS NEED TO FEEL SEEN AND WELCOME
Greet everyone and introduce yourself.
Show them where you will be sitting so that the participants know where to go.
Tell them where outerwear can be hung and where the toilets are.

2. THE PARTICIPANTS NEED TO KNOW THE PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVE OF WORKSHOPS
Tell them that you will discuss health and stress and what you can do to reduce your stress and feel
better.

3. THE PARTICIPANTS NEED TO KNOW WHO THE MEMBERS OF THE GROUP ARE
Tell them that you will introduce yourselves to each other before you say more.
This is a suggestion for a method to start getting to know each other. If you want to replace it with
another presentation exercise that you like, feel free to do so. The more comfortable you are with a
method, the better. Allow the presentation to take its time. It is more important to create a good foundation for the conversation group than to ’get started’.
A presentation exercise
Tell the group that you are going to introduce yourselves to each other in a slightly different way.
The instruction could be something like this: Look for something you carry with you or wear that says something about who you are. What qualities or interests you have. When everyone has chosen an object,
we will introduce ourselves and tell the group why we chose that particular thing.’ (Be silent for a while
so the participants get time to look for things and think.)
When everyone appears to be ready: ’We will now go around the table and only the person introducing themselves will speak. The rest of us will listen until it is our turn.’
Tell the participants that it can feel a little unusual and strange not to comment or join in when a person is sharing, but that is how it should be.
Say you will go first. The point is to show the participants how simply this can be done. Say your name
again and say something about yourself based on the thing you have chosen. Keep it short and simple.
Then ask the person next to you to continue. Thank them when they have finished sharing, and then
nod to the next person around the table. Keep going until everyone has introduced themselves.
Wrap up by saying something positive such as: ’I look forward to getting to know you all better.’

4. PARTICIPANTS NEED TO KNOW SOMETHING ABOUT THE FRAMEWORK AND THE
GROUND RULES
Maybe one or some of the participants know what a workshop is? If so, ask if they can help you explain it. Explain that this is not a course where participants spend most of the time listening to a teacher.
Explain that these are meetings where everyone who participates listens to each other’s thoughts, ideas,
and experiences and seeks knowledge and understanding together. Also explain that the conversation
takes place in a structured way, in contrast to ordinary conversations, which are often spontaneous.
Give the participants a short presentation about the structure of this workshop series - one suggestion
can be found on page 12 - and tell them briefly about the themes and elements included in the meetings. Ask if the participants have any thoughts or questions.
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Explain that you and the person you are leading the workshop with are the workshop leaders and will
be responsible for the structure. Your job is to ensure that the participants stay on topic and that everyone who wants to can talk and be listened to by the others. Tell them about the ’parking space’ where important questions that come up, but do not fit the theme of the day, can be parked until a suitable time.
Explain that the workshop series is based on the participants being active and contributing; they are all
people with lots of experience and knowledge to share with one another.
Emphasise that all participants are equally important in the group and that they should therefore try to
participate at every meeting.
Ask the participants if they have any questions.

GROUND RULES FOR THE WORKSHOPS
For a group to work, it is good to agree on some rules that everyone adheres to. (One such rule is to
arrive on time. Another is that mobile phones are kept in silent mode or turned off. A third one is that we
listen to each other. One very important ground rule is that what is said in the room stays in the room.
Active participation is another important ground rule for the workshops to work.)
How to create the ground rules together with the participants:
1. Write the headline: ’Ground rules for our workshop’ on a flipchart sheet.
2. Say: ’For a group to function, it’s good to agree on some rules that everyone adheres to.’ Ask if the
participants can suggest any such rules. (Brainstorm.)
3. Write down the rules that the participants suggest. If they have difficulty getting started, you can start
with a couple of suggestions.
4. Ask if the participants have any other suggestions. Provide your own suggestions if it is slow going.
5. Ask the group: ’Does everyone agree that we adhere to these rules?’
Ask the participants to step forward to look and sign their names. Keep the paper with your ground rules. If possible, hang it on the wall at each meeting as a reminder. If the rules are on the wall, it is easier
to point out if someone breaks them. You just point to the paper.

A DEEP BREATHING RELAXATION EXERCISE
Many of us feel anxious and stressed. We get filled with tension. The tension causes, for example,
headaches, pains in the shoulders, back and neck or stomach pain. It is also common to sleep poorly.
Tell the participants that you would like to teach them a very simple relaxation exercise. It is mostly
about breathing calmly and deeply and trying to let go of intrusive thoughts. It is an exercise that the
participants themselves can do several times a day to relax. They can do it lying down when they go to
bed, and they can do it if they wake up in the middle of the night, to fall back to sleep more easily. In the
workshop, you do it sitting down. ’Shall we give it a try?’

INSTRUCTIONS FOR DEEP BREATHING RELAXATION EXERCISE
When giving instructions for a relaxation exercise, speak softly and slowly with a pause between each
sentence. You can use the following instruction.
Take a moment and allow yourself to sit comfortably in an upright position.
Let your shoulders drop.
Bring your attention to the sensation of your buttocks resting on the seat of the chair.
Bring your attention to the sensation of your feet on the floor.
Relax your jaw.
Close your eyes if it feels good. Otherwise, direct your gaze to something you see on the floor.
Place one of your hands on your abdomen.
Breathe in deeply through your nose. Notice the movement of your abdomen.
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Hold your breath for a short while.
Exhale slowly through your mouth. Notice the lungs emptying. Wait a short while before refilling
your lungs.
Continue to breathe calmly and at a pace that feels comfortable to you.
Focus on the exhalation and the short pause after, then let your lungs fill spontaneously.
If thoughts intrude, don’t fight them, just gently turn your attention back to your breathing.
(Let the participants continue to breathe calmly and deeply in silence for a few minutes.)
Continue to breathe calmly…
Don’t worry about distracting thoughts, just recognise that they are there and refocus on your
breathing…
Relaxed jaw…
Relaxed shoulders …
Breathe calmly…
You may stay seated and breathe with the group. Continue for a few more minutes.
Softly and gently end the exercise by saying something like, ‘Now we slowly return to the room.
Feel free to stretch and yawn.’
It is nice if you can offer a glass of water or a fruit after the relaxation exercise.
Ask the participants if it felt good. Tell them that the more they practice, the easier it will be to
concentrate on breathing, letting go of intrusive thoughts, and relax.

CONVERSATIONS USING THE STORYTELLING CARDS
Introduce the storytelling cards. Using them, the participants get to know one another better. Go around
the table. Who wants to go first? Be sure to tell them that they are free to pick up a new card until they
find one based on which they want to share. If the next storyteller around the table wants to, they can
continue with the same storytelling card as the previous participant.

FOR NEXT TIME
Ask the participants to bring an object, a picture, a poem, or something else that says something about
how they felt when life was good in their home country.

CONCLUSION AND CHECKOUT
Ask the participants: What have you learned from today’s meeting? Go around the table.
Anyone who wants to can say ’pass’.
Thank them for today’s meeting and remind them of when you are meeting next time

SECOND MEETING
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THEME:

HEALTH AND WELL-BEING
OBJECTIVE
The participants reflect on the concept of health,
which triggers an interest in finding ways to
strengthen their own health and well-being.
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CHECK-IN
See page 12.

REAR-VIEW MIRROR
See page 12.

HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT
‘What have you brought that represents something good about your previous lives? Now we will go
around the table where everyone talks about the object they have picked that says something about
when life was at its best before arriving in Sweden.’
This is a good opportunity to talk about who you are, so let the stories take time. (It is nice if you as a
leader participate yourself.)
Maybe not everyone has brought something with them. You can ask them: ‘What would you have
brought with you if you could bring something that represents something good about your life
before you came to Sweden?’

DEEP BREATHING RELAXATION EXERCISE
Ask if anyone has tried to do the relaxation exercise with deep breathing at home. How did it go? Tell
them that it is hard to let go of all the intrusive thoughts. When you lose concentration, just acknowledge it and refocus on breathing. This requires a lot of practice. That is why the exercise recurs at every
meeting.
Do the relaxation exercise again together with the participants like at the last meeting.

THEME OF THE MEETING: HEALTH AND WELL-BEING
This time we reflect on what health is and how to best take care of your health.

EXERCISE: WHAT IS HEALTH?
1. Ask the participants: ‘What comes to mind when you hear the word ‘health’? Think outside the box!’
(Use the brainstorm method.)
2. Gather what the participants say by writing it on a flipchart or whiteboard. Keep going until no one
can think of anything else.
3. Tell the participants that you are going to look a little deeper at the concept of ‘health’ based on a
humanistic, holistic concept of health.
4. Write four headings next to each other on a whiteboard or flipchart: ‘Physical health’, ‘Mental health’,
‘Social health’, and ‘Existential - or spiritual - health’.
5. Ask the participants: ‘What do you think of when you see the four headings?’ Let it be a conversation
where thoughts can flow freely.
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6. What examples of good health can you come up with for each heading? Begin by introducing what
came up during the earlier brainstorm (points 1 and 2 above).
7. Feel free to start the conversation in hives. Ask the hives to write down what they come up with.
8. Ask the hives to share with the whole group. Write down the examples under the headings. Feel free
to add something yourself when the hives have finished sharing.
Note: It is not always obvious which heading an example should fall under. This shows that health is
composed of different dimensions that bleed together. For example, ‘having a good night’s sleep’ may
fall under several of the headings.
9. Based on what is now on the board, ask the participants: ‘Did anyone have an epiphany? Something
new and especially interesting?’

THE FOUR DIMENSIONS OF HEALTH
Health has several dimensions. You can talk about physical health, mental health, social health,
and existential - or spiritual - health.
Physical health is about how the body feels and functions.
Mental health is about inner balance, how we look at ourselves, about self-esteem and self-confidence,
about how we express our feelings.
Social health is about relationships with people around us and factors such as how society is designed
with respect to, for example, housing and job opportunities.
Existential health, or spiritual health, is about having a sense of context and meaning in life. Existential
health is of great importance to how we cope with difficulties. It may be challenged when you have been
subjected to trials that have unravelled and shattered your entire existence.
When we want to strengthen our health, it is good to think about, and work with, all these dimensions.
They are connected and influence one another.

EXISTENTIAL HEALTH
The term “existential” health or sometimes “spiritual” health is used to a lesser extent than the other
health concepts. Existential health is very important for how we cope with stress, adversity and difficult
events. In order for you as a leader to feel safe with the concept and be able to tell your participants
about it, it is explained more closely below.
Existential health is about
having a sense of meaning in life: There is a special purpose for why I am alive.
having hope and optimism: For example, having hopes for the future even when life is hard. feeling as
if I belong, such as to a family, a circle of friends.
feeling as if I belong to a larger context: That there is something that helps me to trust and experience
a sense of security. It can be a religious belief or affiliation with an ideological movement.
feeling harmony and inner peace: I am mostly happy with myself and feel calm.
being able to see the wonder of life: I can feel inspiration and gratitude for my surroundings, such as
nature or music.
having a spiritual strength: I can feel trust and joy in life. I can have a faith that gives me strength.
(This belief may, but need not, be linked to a religion, such as Islam or Christianity.)
having a sense of wholeness: To experience that my thoughts, feelings, and actions are connected.
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EXERCISE: WHAT CAN I DO TO STRENGTHEN MY HEALTH?
Everyone can do quite a lot to look after their health.
Ask the participants to think for a few minutes about something they can do to improve their health
based on the conversation about the four dimensions of health.
1. What can you do to improve your physical health?
Ask the participants to first think to themselves.
Ask the participants to then discuss in hives, meaning in pairs, or in groups of three.
Then ask one hive at a time to share with the others what they talked about, but only what they want to
share with the whole group.
2. Then perform the same exercise with the question: What can you do to improve your mental health?
3. Repeat it with the question: What can you do to improve your social health?
4. And again with the final question: What can you do to improve your existential or spiritual health?

EXERCISE: BODY AND SOUL ARE CONNECTED
Ask the participants: Can you give examples of how you can tell that body and soul are connected?
How are we affected mentally by how the body is doing, and how do we feel in the body if we are
mentally unwell?
Feel free to ask the participants to discuss it in pairs.
Then collect their examples and write them on the board.
If the participants have not mentioned the examples below, feel free to bring them up yourself and write
them on the board together with the other examples:
Neck pain, stomach pain, or headaches may be due to anxiety.
Sleeping poorly leads to you feeling mentally unwell in the long run. If you are mentally unwell, it is
often difficult to relax and you may have problems sleeping.
Taking a walk or exercising can make you calmer and happier.
The stress in the body decreases when you are spending time with people you like and feel safe with.
To summarise, tell your participants that health is about more than not being sick, injured, or having a
disability. It is just as much about how you feel.
Also mention that it is good to make sure to meet your basic needs for sleep, food, exercise, and relationships as much as possible in order to prevent mental ill-health.

MAKE A HEALTH DECISION
Ask the participants to take a moment to ponder what they could decide to do that is beneficial to
their health. Remind them of the four dimensions of health. The action that they could take should
preferably be something that can be done in the next few days, maybe every day. It does not have to be
a big change. On the contrary, it may be wiser to decide to do something quite simple, and thus realistic
to accomplish. The decision must also be concrete. ‘Eating healthy’ is not a concrete decision and it
is difficult to change your eating habits all at once. A concrete and realistic decision could be to eat at
least one vegetable or fruit at each meal. To ‘start exercising’ is also not concrete. Running for half an
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hour three times a week or walking for at least half an hour every day is more concrete. To ‘nurture your
relationships’ is not concrete. It is more concrete to ‘call mother every other day’ or ‘hug the children
every day’.
Check in with your participants after a few minutes to see if they are done thinking. When most participants have made a decision go around the table and allow whoever wants to to share what they are
going to do to improve their health.
Those who have not thought of something may be inspired by their peers’ health decisions.

GO AROUND THE TABLE WITH THE STORYTELLING CARDS
- IF YOU HAVE TIME
FOR NEXT TIME
Remind them that by next time, the participants should do what they have decided to do to improve
their health.
For next time, ask the participants to bring one or two pictures that say something about what they
find meaningful in life. It can be clippings from newspapers or leaflets or a photograph. Someone might
want to take a picture of something with their phone.

CONCLUSION AND CHECKOUT
Ask the participants: What have you learned from today’s meeting? Go around the table.
Anyone who wants to can say ‘pass’.
Thank them for today’s meeting and remind them of when you are meeting next time.
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THIRD MEETING
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THEME:

IDENTITY, LOSSES, AND
NEW MEETINGS
OBJECTIVE
The participants reflect on their relationships and
their significance. They are inspired to see that life
is a whole - even though it may not feel like it right
now - and well worth living.
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Special preparation for the meeting: At this meeting, the participants will work with an image of a spider
web. You need to bring a picture of a spider web in as many copies as you have participants, plus some
extras. Feel free to use A3 size paper. The image is available as a worksheet at the back of this manual.

CHECK-IN
See page 12.

REAR-VIEW MIRROR
See page 12.

HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT
The health decision - how did it go? Positively reinforce those who have done something with positive
comments. Encourage those that have not done something to improve their health to do so by next time.
Suggest that the decision could be broken down into several, smaller steps. Instead of quitting smoking,
for example, the participant might start by reducing the number of cigarettes that they smoke per day.
Every little thing the participants do to strengthen their health is important. It takes time before a new
behavior becomes a habit in everyday life and this requires perseverance. You cannot be too reassuring
and encouraging.
Ask the participants to show each other the pictures that represent something meaningful in life. Go
around the table so that everyone can share.
Perhaps everyone has not brought a picture. You can ask them, ‘If you were to bring a picture of something that is meaningful to you, what would your picture represent?’

RELAXATION EXERCISE
Do the relaxation exercise as before. Maybe someone who was hesitant at the start will dare to join in now.

THEME OF THE MEETING: IDENTITY, LOSSES, AND NEW MEETINGS
Tell the participants that you are going to be reflecting on identities this time - who you are - and how
we humans are connected.

EXERCISE: BRIEF INTRODUCTION ON JOY, HOPE, AND PRIDE
Do an exercise with the participants as an important reminder that there are things that feel good and
that makes you happy. It can be something minor. You can offer this instruction:
Think about it - what made you happy today? Something minor will suffice - a bird that chirped, a delicious meal, a greeting, did you meet someone today that you know? Ask the participants to think about
it for a moment and then share. Write down what they say on the board.
What is hope to you? Ask the participants to think about it for a moment and then share.
Write it on the board.
What are you proud of? Do the same.
Leave what has been said on the board throughout the meeting, so that you can look at it and be
reminded of it.
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EXERCISE: THE SPIDER WEB (PART 1)
Each participant gets a paper with a picture of a spider web. Tell them how we humans are connected
in a web of relationships. My closest ‘intersections’ are usually my closest relationships. Everything that
happens here also affects the things that are slightly distant from myself. Our existence is not without
context. We live in a large context where everything is connected.
The task will be to draw the following with different colors in ‘your web’:
This is amazing in my life! This makes me happy!
This was not good, but it turned out well.
This is not too bad, but it is not good either.
This hurts right now.

INTRODUCE AFTER THE FLIGHT - FILM 1
Talk about the films and how they were made. Say that you are going to talk about what the people in
the films have experienced and that you will go around the table as a way of structuring the conversation. You can tell the participants that they will see a small piece of some people’s spider webs that they
choose to show you and share in the film. Tell them it is important to share experiences. It is good to
understand that you are not alone and to see that it is possible to go on living in a new country.

WRITE AND TEAR - AN EXERCISE TO PROTECT THE MOST PRIVATE
The films may stir up painful and difficult memories. Many people have experiences that they do not
want to share with others, or only with a select few with whom they are closest. When you begin sharing
in a group with interested listeners, you risk saying more than you really want. This is one way that can
help participants reinforce their boundaries around what is most private. Tell the participants:
We are going to be watching and discussing films that may trigger emotions and memories.
You may want to keep some things to yourself. Think about what that might be. It could be that you
want to protect yourself or someone else.
Write down what you do not want to share on a piece of paper.
Tear up the piece of paper - or decide to show it to someone you wish to speak with in private, perhaps an imam or priest. Maybe with someone else you trust or maybe with a psychologist.

SHOW FILM 1 AFTER THE FLIGHT - ABOUT IDENTITY
Show the first film about identity in its entirety. Let the participants digest the experience for a couple
of minutes and then ask a question so everyone who wants to can share: What in the film struck a chord
with you?

EXERCISE: THE SPIDER WEB - WITH FILM DISCUSSION (PART 2)
You will then watch clips from the film - with your spider webs in front of you - and have a discussion
based on the clips. The idea is to recognise that life now, the flight, and life back then are not three separate parts, but that one day it may form a whole, a continuation of a life that can be lived. It is important
that life then, before the flight, is not forgotten or just in the past. Your previous life is also an important
part of the present.
Choose one or more clips - depending on how much time you have. For each film clip, there are suggestions for conversation questions, see below.
Take one question at a time and feel free to go around the table to involve all participants. Remind them
that anyone who does not want to answer can ‘pass’ and let the next person talk.
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Tell the participants that they do not have to think that we should first talk about life before and then
about the flight and finally about life now. When they have the whole picture in front of them, everyone
can choose to talk about what first comes to mind or what they prefer to talk about.
Ask the participants to think about whether they recognize something in their own spider web when
watching the film clips.
As discussion leader, you focus on what you perceive to be relevant to discuss based on what the participants say.
Ask the participants to save their spider webs for future exercises in the workshop.

DISCUSS LIFE NOW - CONVERSATION SUGGESTIONS
BASED ON CERTAIN FILM CLIPS
Film 1, clip 1:
The people in the film talk about what it was like for them when they first came to Sweden.
Ask the participants: When you listen to the people in the film, what experiences and thoughts and
feelings do they talk about? What appears to be common?
Film 1, clip 2:
Many people experience it as having to ‘start over’ (their life) in Sweden.
Ask the participants if they agree with that or if there are other ways to look at the knowledge and
skills you bring with you.
Film 1, clip 3:
Samuel, who has lived in Sweden for 32 years, says that it is normal to feel resigned in the beginning. It is a
struggle, everything is new.
‘It’s easy to feel sorry for yourself,’ says Namir, the photographer, and explains that he got through it step
by step.
Ask your participants what they think when they hear Samuel and Namir talk.
Film 1, clip 6:
Genc says that identity consists of many different relationships and factors. Identity is not only based on,
for example, work or being a parent, but also on interests and strengths. If you find your way back to
your interests and strengths, Genc says, it can provide the security you need to be able to build on your
identity.
Ask the participants what they think about that.
Ask the participants if they believe there is a ‘core’ to one’s identity that always remains.
Ask the participants what they think can be changed.

ENCOURAGEMENT EXERCISE
Ask each participant to write a few words of hope to the others in the group.
Something on the board, perhaps?
Ask the participants if any of these can be drawn into the spider web.

GO AROUND THE TABLE WITH THE STORYTELLING CARDS
- IF YOU HAVE TIME
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FOR NEXT TIME
Assign the participants to do the exercise Three good things every day until next time.
This is something you can say to your participants: Every day, at some point, perhaps when you go to
bed at night, try to remember three good things that happened during the day. It could be that someone gave you a friendly greeting, that the sun was shining, that the rain finally came after a dry period,
that dinner was good, that you did something good for your health. Look for the bright spots of the day.
Also ask the participants to continue doing what they decided to do at the last meeting to improve
their health.

CONCLUSION AND CHECKOUT
Ask the participants: What have you learned from today’s meeting? Go around the table.
Anyone who wants to can say ‘pass’.
Thank them for today’s meeting and remind them of when you are meeting next time.
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FOURTH MEETING
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THEME:

FORGIVENESS, GRIEF,
AND LETTING GO
OBJECTIVE
The goal is for the participants to gain an increased
understanding of forgiveness and grief and that
they progress in their own processes of forgiveness
and grief.
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Special preparation for the meeting: For this meeting, you need to bring a bowl with as many stones as
the number of participants. If you have the opportunity to do the last exercise among the suggestions,
you need a fairly large bucket or pot in a material that can withstand fire and matches.

CHECK-IN
See page 12.

REAR-VIEW MIRROR
See page 12.

HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT
Ask your participants how they did with the exercise Three good things.
Ask them what it would be like to continue doing the exercise.
Also ask the participants how doing what they previously decided to do to improve their health
worked out. Feel free to let those who have succeeded in carrying out their decisions share. Encourage
those who are struggling and find it difficult that there will be other opportunities. Remind them that
changes are usually easier to make if you take one small step at a time.

RELAXATION EXERCISE
Do a relaxation exercise like at previous meetings.

THEME OF THE MEETING: FORGIVENESS AND GRIEF
FORGIVENESS
Tell your participants that forgiveness is about letting go of what I can no longer do anything about, but
which I have a hard time letting go of. Forgiveness, responsibility, and power are connected. What I did
not have power over or responsibility for should not be forgiven. It should be mourned.
Explain that forgiveness is not an emotion - it is hard work on something I want. And requires quite a lot
of practice.
It is sometimes easier to say what forgiveness is NOT than to grasp what it is.
Forgiveness
is not to forget
is not weakness
is not easy
is not quick
cannot ever be forced.
Explain that forgiveness helps us let go of revenge, anger, and things that cannot be changed. This way,
forgiveness does not change our history, but it does help us to move forward in life. It is important to
realise that forgiveness can NEVER be demanded or forced.
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Explain further that it is possible to forgive someone who is no longer living or someone you cannot
face. It is also possible to forgive yourself. Forgiveness is something that happens when I say the words
and truly mean what I say. Sometimes this needs to be done several times.
I will not ask forgiveness for shame, nor for what I have no power over. It should be mourned and accepted, preferably in the company of someone I feel safe with.

SHOW FILM 3 AFTER THE FLIGHT - ABOUT TRAUMA
Watch the third film about trauma in its entirety. Let the participants digest the experience for a moment
and then ask a question so everyone who wants to can share: How did the film affect you?
(You will get to the second film at a later meeting.)

DISCUSS LIFE THEN - CONVERSATION SUGGESTIONS
BASED ON CERTAIN FILM CLIPS
Show a few film clips as a basis for conversations.
Ask the participants to keep their spider webs in front of them and think about what they have drawn in
their webs when you discuss ‘life then’ based on the film.
Film 3, clip 1
Samuel says that he has met many people who have seen and experienced terrible things.
Ahmad, Hamza, and Louy talk about horrific experiences during their flight. For a long time, Ahmad had
terrible nightmares. It is difficult to talk about what happened. It does not come naturally.
Ask the participants: What do the people in the film clip say about what it is like talking about difficult
things?
Tell the participants how important it is to start talking about the difficult things. Also say that you should
only talk to the extent you feel safe. You can talk about something a little. Or talk to someone who wants
to talk and thus be helpful to that person.
Film 3, clip 3:
Namir says that he thought that everything would be fine as long as he reached safety. But that was not
the case for him, nor for his friend Solomon. They felt guilty. They had survived. They could not talk to
each other about how bad they were feeling.
Ask your participants if they identify with Namir and Solomon. Participants may also recognise this in
people they have met or have around them.
Talk about guilt with the participants:
Survivor’s guilt. The guilt of having survived when you may wonder ‘Why me?’. Ask if the participants
recognise this.
Guilt over having a good life now
Ask your participants if they know the feeling of not thinking often enough about those at home or
calling / writing them.
Ask the participants if there is anything else they feel guilty about.
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EXERCISES IN FORGIVENESS
TO FORGIVE YOURSELF - THE HAND OF MERCY
Tell the participants that it could be that the person I have the hardest time forgiving is myself. I may
need to practice that a lot. This is an exercise called ‘The Hand of Mercy’.
Give each participant a small stone from a bowl - say it is the Bowl of Forgiveness - a stone that fits in
the palm of their hand.
Give the participants the following instruction:
Hold the stone in your left hand. This is the ‘Hand of Judgment’. Your right hand is the ‘Hand of Mercy.’
Quietly list what you want forgiveness for. Move the stone from your left to your right hand for each
item you list.
When you hold the stone in your right hand, say: ‘I forgive myself for…’
When you are done, you can put the stone back in the Bowl of Forgiveness.
(The exercise is from ‘The Book of Forgiving: The Fourfold Path for Healing Ourselves and Our World’ by
Desmond and Mpho Tutu)

LOSS AND FORGIVENESS CHART
Ask the participants to use their spider webs to examine an event, person, or situation that they want
help processing, letting go of, mourning, being forgiven for, or forgiving.
Ask them to draw this situation with as many details and emotions as possible. Tell them they are only
drawing for themselves. They do not have to draw something that makes sense to anyone else. Anyone
who prefers to write can do so.
Now ask them to think about - and write down all the questions on the board: What do you regret?
What do you wish you had done differently? What could you do? What couldn’t you do? What did you
actually do? What did you get? What did the other person do? What could you have done something
about and what was possible to do something about?
This is an exercise that the participants do privately. They do not have to tell each other about their
thoughts, so do not go around the table.
Give participants the time they need. When they seem ready, you can ask if there is anyone who wants
to share something with the whole group. Do not pressure anyone to share.

GRIEF
Tell the participants that grief is different for everyone. Grief is always related to some form of loss and /
or life change such as death, separation, illness, abuse, change of life circumstances, or guilt.
Explain that the reactions of grief vary, even though there are many common patterns: emotional roller
coaster, difficulty sleeping, loss of energy, difficulty concentrating, changed perception of time. Grief
is not a problem in the sense that it must be solved. Grief is a natural and healthy reaction to a loss of
something valuable in our lives. Grief is also an important reaction as it helps us to integrate and carry
on with the loss we grieve. Thus, we should nurture grief, not fear it.
Tell them that grief has no time frame. Grieving can take different lengths of time for different people.
We can go in and out of grief, back and forth in the various stages of grief and that is as it should be.

CONVERSATION SUGGESTIONS ON GRIEF BASED ON A FILM CLIP
By now, the participants have already seen film 1, After the flight, in its entirety. Tell them that you are
now going to jump right into the film and watch some clips about grief.
Film 1, clip 5
Genc says it can be important to mourn what you have lost. Grief can otherwise manifest as, for example, bitterness or anger.
Ask the participants what they think about that.
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Genc also suggests finding someone to talk to. This can lead to grief becoming more manageable.
Ask the participants what they think of that tip.
Many who have had to leave their country carry multiple sorrows.
Ask the participants how they think you can learn to live with them.
Many who have moved to Sweden have recently lost a relative or friend but never had the opportunity to
mourn.
Ask the participants what you can do as a relative to give the person time, peace, and support to mourn.
Ask each participant to think about themselves for a moment: What do you need to mourn?
Ask if anyone wants to share with the others in the group. Do not pressure anyone to share.

EXERCISES IN GRIEF
FILL IN THE GRIEF FLOWER
Explain that there are many things you can mourn.
Draw a flower with large petals on the board.
Ask the participants: What sorrows do we carry in our group? What can we fill our shared grief
flower with?
Fill in the petals based on the participants’ thoughts.

THE SMALL STEPS OF GRIEF
Tell the participants: Healing grief is often about making a decision, taking small steps, and starting with
something small.
Ask the participants to take a small step according to this model:
Choose one thing, event, person, situation and make a decision to try to heal that grief.
Give it time and be patient.
Seek company.
Talk to the participants about the small steps of grief. There is a reason why people call it ‘grief work’.

WRITE A HANDOVER LETTER
Ask the participants to write down what they want to hand over on one or more pieces of paper.
It can be - write on the board:
Something you are sad about, something you are mourning.
You can write to someone you miss.
You can write to someone you regret hurting.
When everyone has finished writing their notes, you gather outdoors around a large pot and burn your
notes in it. Tell your participants that whoever wants to can read the text on their note aloud. Respect
those who do not want to.
Tell the participants that the smoke from the burned pieces becomes a symbol for the fact that we must
hand over some things we can no longer carry.
If it feels right, you can suggest to the participants that you stand with in a ring and to maybe also hold
each others hands. Read the Serenity Prayer (possibly omitting God):

(God)… grant me the serenity
To accept the things I cannot change
Courage to change the things I can
And wisdom to know the difference.
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GO AROUND THE TABLE WITH THE STORYTELLING CARDS
- IF YOU HAVE TIME
FOR NEXT TIME
Keep trying to do something good for your health. Ask each of the participants to decide to continue
with what they have done before, take another small step, or try something new.

CONCLUSION AND CHECKOUT
Ask the participants: What have you learned from today’s meeting? Go around the table.
Anyone who wants to can say ‘pass’.
Thank them for today’s meeting and remind them of when you are meeting next time.

FIFTH MEETING
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THEME:

RECONCILIATION,
ACCEPTANCE, AND
CAPACITIES
OBJECTIVE
The objective is for the participants to see an opportunity to accept and reconcile with what they cannot
change. The objective is also to highlight - and help
them build - resilience and capacities.
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CHECK-IN
See page 12.

REAR-VIEW MIRROR
See page 12.

HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT
Ask the participants if anyone would like to share what they have done to improve their health.

RELAXATION EXERCISE
Do the relaxation exercise as before.

THEME OF THE MEETING: RECONCILIATION, ACCEPTANCE,
AND CAPACITIES
After a loss or a trauma we are forced to accept a new reality and perhaps a new identity. This is painful
and takes time. Therefore, part of the work of reconciliation is to have a conversation around what is
painful, what is lost, how a different identity feels and to try navigate towards a new reality.
Focus on the participants who embark on the process and try to integrate what has happened into a
new reality and a new identity. (See the photographer in the films ‘After the flight’ as a good example of
someone who integrates what has happened in a new reality and identity and, in the opposite, Solomon, who does not want / have the strength to / can do it right now.) Let those who are not ready to
process and integrate be and let them instead ‘rest’ while listening to those who are willing to do this. It
is important that no one is pressured in this process.

CONVERSATION SUGGESTIONS BASED ON CERTAIN FILM CLIPS
Tell your participants that at this meeting you will talk about how you can be challenged in different
ways by coming to a different culture. Tell them that you are going to watch some film clips again and
talk about what the people in the film say.
Film 1, clip 4:
In the film clip, they talk about how the norms and values we have are something that reflect the society
we live in and that they change over time.
Ask your participants if they agree. (Feel free to go around the table when discussing the film clips.)
Genc has a suggestion. He thinks that we should think about what norms from the homeland work for a
life in Sweden.
Ask your participants what they think about that suggestion.
Fauzia and Rahebe both talk about how different life has become for them as women because the
norms are different from the norms in their home countries. They have faced new demands and also a
new freedom.
Ask your participants what they think when they hear what Fauzia and Rahebe say.
‘Go out, try, and learn from your mistakes,’ says Samuel.
Ask your participants what they think could be good to try.
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Film 1, clip 7:
Ali says that he had some prejudices about Swedes. He thought that Swedes were not social. Now he
thinks that they are social, but cautious.
Ask the participants what they think when they hear that.
Namir baked date cakes and managed to offer them to some neighbours and thus connected with
them.
Ask your participants what they think could be done to connect with new people.
Film 1, clip 8:
Christopher says that it is important to remember your roots, but that you must decide to look ahead.
Namir says that he has decided to stay in Sweden. He says that he has seen many who are stuck in their
dreams of moving back and that it has meant that they have not moved forward in their lives.
Ask your participants what they think about what Christopher and Namir say.
Namir wants his children and grandchildren to carry a piece of his homeland in their hearts. Ask the
participants: What do you want to carry with you in your heart from your homeland?
Ask the participants: If you have or will have children: What do you want them to carry in their hearts
from your homeland, and what can you do to give them that gift?
Film 3, clip 4:
‘Time does not heal all wounds. You must work to heal certain wounds that you have’ ‘I faced my fear
of water’
Talk about some change they have made now or that they might consider making now, something very
small. Talk about fears they may consider trying to overcome. See also examples of exercises below.

EXERCISES - CHOOSE ONE OR MORE THAT CAN WORK
AFTER THE FILM CONVERSATIONS
TO CHALLENGE A FEAR
Ask the participants to think of a fear / resistance they would like to reduce.
Ask them to write down three things they can do to counteract this fear / resistance.
When everyone is done writing, ask them to share with someone else in the group.
When everyone has shared, ask the participants: Does it feel worse or better now?
If it feels worse - start over again, with smaller challenges, smaller steps.
If it feels better, ask the participants to think about who they can practice more with.

CHANGE EXERCISE
Changing is difficult. It is a real effort and requires a lot from us. This exercise aims to make this clear in
an easy way.
Ask the participants to pair up, stand, and face each other.
Ask them to turn so they are standing back-to-back.
Ask everyone to make five changes to themselves (it could be turning up the shirt collar or raising the
eyebrows or some other small detail).
Ask them to face each other and see if they can spot the changes in the other person.
Do the same thing again - with five more changes.

‘I NEVER THOUGHT’
Ask the participants to complete the following sentences:
I never thought it would be possible to…
What I have done means a lot to me because…
The first step towards doing that was that I…
I succeeded thanks to…
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VASE OF LIFE
You need to do this exercise outdoors, somewhere where there are a lot of stones. Otherwise, you need to
bring ten stones per participant. Try to find stones with different shapes and colours.
Scatter the stones on the floor (if you are indoors) and ask each of the participants to look for five stones
that symbolise the participant’s strengths, something that the participant likes about themselves, something the participant can, wants, likes to do, used to do in their home country.
Ask the participant if they are missing any of these ‘stones’ now.
Ask the participant to look for five more stones that symbolise what they would need to be able to put
the missing ‘stones’ in their vase. For example, it could be the company of a certain person, to talk about it,
to practice it.

EXPLORE THE FUTURE
Ask the participants to complete the following sentences:
In a year...
What helped me was…
What I am proud of is…
I can imagine trying / attempting…
My advice to a newly arrived refugee is...

GO AROUND THE TABLE WITH THE STORYTELLING CARDS
- IF YOU HAVE TIME
FOR NEXT TIME
Ask the participants to think about today’s conversations and exercises and ponder: What do you need
to do - or do more of?
Ask them to decide now to do one of these things as homework for next time.

CONCLUSION AND CHECKOUT
Ask the participants: What have you learned from today’s meeting? Go around the table. Anyone who
wants to can say ‘pass’.
Thank them for today’s meeting and remind them of when you are meeting next time.

SIXTH MEETING
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THEME:

STRESS
OBJECTIVE
The participants gain a better understanding
of what stress is and how stress affects us.
They get an understanding that it is possible to
influence their stress system and tips on what they
can do to reduce their stress level.
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CHECK-IN
See page 12.

REAR-VIEW MIRROR
See page 12.

HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT
Ask the participants if anyone would like to share something they have done or done more of since the
last meeting. Go around the table if everyone wants to share.

RELAXATION EXERCISE
Do the relaxation exercise as usual.

THEME OF THE MEETING: STRESS
Tell the participants that at this meeting you will be talking about stress and reflecting on what you can
do to lower your stress level. Say you are going to watch a film, the second film of the film series, which
contains both facts about stress and personal stories about stress.

WATCH AFTER THE FLIGHT ABOUT STRESS, FILM 2
First watch the entire film. Ask the participants how they experienced the film. Feel free to go around the
table so everyone can share.
Tell them you are going to have a disucssion based on some clips. Here are some conversation suggestions, but you can choose whatever suits your group best:

CONVERSATION SUGGESTIONS BASED ON CERTAIN FILM CLIPS
Film 2, clip 1:
Cecilia, the psychologist, says that it is natural to become stressed when you experience a lack of control.
Samuel, Ali, Lina, and Fauzia talk about things that they found stressful when they were new to Sweden.
Ask the participants what they think about what the people in the film say. Feel free to go around the table.
Ahmad’s strategy was to decide not to plan for things he could not control.
Ask participants what strategies they have to avoid getting stressed. Feel free to ask everyone to share as
you go around the table.
Film 2, clip 2:
Many people become stressed when society’s demands clash with what they themselves had imagined
when they were new to Sweden. Rahme had thought she could sit at home, but experienced demands
from society both to work and study and learn Swedish. Louy wanted a job right away but discovered
that he first had to learn Swedish. Namir talks about how lost he was. He talks about how long he had to
struggle to establish himself as a photographer and how easy it is to lose faith in your own ability.
Ask the participants what they think when they hear the stories of the people in the film.
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Film 2, clip 3:
Many who come to Sweden discover that gender roles are different than what they are used to. To a
woman, this can mean that society places different demands on her than the family does. Fauzia says
that it was difficult for her to convince her family that she should get an education.
Cecilia says that for many men it is difficult to be expected to perform household tasks that have traditionally been the woman’s work at the same time as they want to be the breadwinner.
Ask the participants how they imagine one can handle this transition, as an individual and as a family.
Film 2, clip 4:
Conny and Lina talk about when they became ill from stress and what that felt like for them.
Cecilia says that short-term stress is not dangerous but that long-term stress without rest can make us
sick. With prolonged stress, the body is on constant alert and that wears on the body.
Ask the participants how you know that the stress you are experiencing is completely normal and not
dangerous to your health.
Ask the participants what warning signs you can look for to see when you need to hit the brakes to
rest and recover.
Tell the participants that we have different warning signals and ask them what warning signals they
have.

QUICK FACTS ABOUT STRESS
A large part of what is written here is mentioned in the film, but it may still be beneficial for you as a
leader to have these facts in a structured format.

STRESS IS NOT NECESSARILY BAD
Stress can be both good and bad. Many people work efficiently under a certain type of stress. An athlete
who is to perform at a competition can get a positive rush from the stress hormones. The athlete makes
sure to rest after his performance. This is important. Stress followed by recovery is not dangerous.

LONG TERM AND ONGOING STRESS IS HARMFUL
It is the long-term and ongoing stress that wears us down. Being ‘wound up’ for a long time without
being able to unwind is dangerous.
Prolonged and ongoing stress affects us physically.
These are examples of how the body can be affected by prolonged stress: Hypertension.
Headache
Shoulder and back pains
An upset stomach
Dizziness
Sleep problems
Difficulty breathing
Weakened immune system (for example, you catch a cold more easily).

LONG TERM AND ONGOING STRESS AFFECTS US MENTALLY
These are examples of how we can be mentally affected by long-term stress.
We experience concentration problems
We experience cognitive problems, difficulty learning
We are constantly tired
We get a ‘short fuse’, we easily become angry and grumpy
We easily get annoyed and irritated
We lose the desire to do things we used to enjoy.
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LONG TERM AND ONGOING STRESS AFFECTS OUR RELATIONSHIPS
Stress not only affects us as individuals. If we suffer from long-term stress, it also affects our relationships.
These are some examples of what prolonged stress may lead to:
Reduces the desire to do things together with others
Makes it difficult to feel joy in being together, being fully present and listening to others Increases
the level of conflict.
Increased risk of interpreting what others say and do in a negative light.
It becomes clear that stress is a real strain on a couple relationship. (Sex drive usually disappears when
living with severe stress.) Other relationships are also negatively affected. Our relationships are maintained and strengthened by the fact that we have a good time together and are interested in one another. When a person withdraws or has fits of anger, the relationship is in danger.

EXERCISE: WE CAN INFLUENCE OUR STRESS SYSTEM
Tell the participants that it would be best if we could remove everything that causes long-term, harmful
stress. But there is a lot that we cannot help and control. What we can do, however, is to influence our
stress system. Brainstorm with the participants:
Ask the participants: ‘What can you do to calm your stress system?’ and write the question as a headline on the board.
Ask the participants to make suggestions. As many as they like. Take notes on the board. Add more
suggestions to the board if you like. (There are tips below.)
Ask the participants to contemplate: Are there any of the suggestions that have come up that you can
take to heart? Anything you can decide to try for a while to see if it works? Write it down!
Then go around the table where anyone who wants to can talk about their decision.
Here are some examples of things you can do to calm your stress system:

DEEP BREATHING
The relaxation exercise we have tried is one method. When you do deep breathing, i.e., breathing so
that the stomach rises, it has a direct calming effect on the autonomic nervous system. Several times a
day, we can step away, close our eyes, and take a few calm, conscious breaths. In acute stress situations,
it is a good idea to breathe calmly and deeply. We need to focus on exhalation so we do not hyperventilate as a result. (That may cause uncomfortable dizziness.) The breathing exercise can help us take
control of our emotions when we feel that panic or an outburst is imminent.

MUSIC
Listening to music we like can have a calming effect.

NATURE
Many find that they become calmer and feel better by spending time in nature. Stress hormones and
blood pressure drops, the immune system is strengthened. It may be enough to get away from the traffic
noise to a place with greenery, a garden or a park. It must be a type of nature that you feel safe in and
enjoy. Even something as small as looking at a green tree through the window is good for us.

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
Physical activity has a number of positive effects on body and soul. Slow walks or running - both can
create calm. Research shows that exercise can strengthen our resilience to stress. Exercise can also help
heal a brain damaged by stress.

CLOSENESS
Closeness to people we care for can bring us peace and rest.
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BAD WAYS OF CALMING YOUR STRESS SYSTEM
Drugs, alcohol, excessive computer gaming or watching TV are examples of bad ways to escape stress.
These methods are unsustainable in the long run and can be harmful.

GO AROUND THE TABLE WITH THE STORYTELLING CARDS
- IF YOU HAVE TIME
FOR NEXT TIME
Remind them of the decision to try a way of calming the stress system during the coming week.
You will of course have the best outcome if the stress-reducing activity is done daily.

CONCLUSION AND CHECKOUT
Ask the participants: What have you learned from today’s meeting?
Go around the table. Anyone who wants to can say ‘pass’.
Thank them for today’s meeting and remind them of when you are meeting next time.
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Asking for help is not a
sign of weakness! It is
taking godd care of oneself.

THEME:

MORE ABOUT STRESS
MANAGEMENT
OBJECTIVE
Participants gain more knowledge and
more tips on stress management.

SEVENTH MEETING
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CHECK-IN
See page 12.

REAR-VIEW MIRROR
See page 12.

HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT
Ask everyone to share what they did to calm the stress system. How did it go? Make time for the discussion. Participants may have tips and inspiration to share with one another.
If the participants mention obstacles such as: ’I had planned to go for a short run every day, but I always
have the children around,’ you can ask the group: ’What can someone who has children around them all
the time do to get physical activity?’ Someone might have tips on how to get physical activity by playing
outdoors with the children. Someone else might have other ideas. Remember to make the question
general, i.e., do not let it be about the person who has not managed their planned runs.
The question where the calming green environments are located in the vicinity may also come up.

RELAXATION EXERCISE
THEME OF THE MEETING: MORE ABOUT STRESS MANAGEMENT
At this meeting, we talk more about stress management and also about how we can understand
and help others.

CONVERSATION SUGGESTIONS BASED ON CERTAIN FILM CLIPS
Film 2, clip 5: Feelings of guilt and anxiety for the family in the home country
Samuel and Louy feel stressed by the anxiety and guilt over their family members who are still in their
home country.
Ask the participants if they have tips on how to maintain a good relationship with friends and family in
the home country without walking around with constant anxiety or a bad conscience.
Film 2, clip 6: Talking about how you feel
Cecilia suggests that stress can be reduced when you talk to your family or friends about how you feel.
But many find it difficult to recognise their own stress. Namir says that his wife made him realise how
bad he was feeling.
Ask the participants how they think we can help each other when someone is in a bad place.
How do the participants think we can help each other to relax and recover?
Fauzia says that, in her culture, it is difficult to admit that you are mentally unwell. People prefer to talk
about physical symptoms.
Ask the participants if they recognise this. Why do they think that is?
Film 2, clip 7: Balance and control come with time
In the film clip, we hear people talk about the fact that stress decreases with time when you understand
how society works and have more control. There are also things you can do to feel better, as Lina and
the photographer tell us.
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Ask the participants what tips they find interesting and useful.
Ask the participants if they have more tips on things to do to assimilate into society quicker and regain
control of their lives.

A STRESSED PERSON EASILY LOSES SELF-CONTROL
THE HAND MODEL
Tell the participants about the hand model:
‘If we live with a high level of stress, we easily lose our temper. Then we often say and do things that we
later regret. We are going to look at what happens in the brain when this happens.’
Hold up your fist and ask the participants to do the same: ‘Now my hand can serve as a very simple
model of a brain.’
Show the whole palm and point to the wrist with a pair of fingers where the pulse beats: ‘You can feel
the pulse here, right? This is the survival brain. It is the brain stem running down into the spinal cord.
This controls, among other things, our heart activity and our breathing. The spinal cord handles certain
reflexes. If, for example, we put our hand on a hot stove, we snatch our hand away quicker than we can
think.’
Point to your palm and tickle it a little: ‘It tickles a little here, right? This is the emotional brain.’
Bend your thumb down towards your palm: ‘And here is our system for dealing with stress by fight
or flight. Or - if the situation is completely overwhelming - becoming ‘paralyzed’.
Fold your fingers like a lid and point to them: ‘This is the thought brain that can overrule many other
parts of the brain. Here at the front (point to the fingertips), is where our most advanced thought work
is carried out. Here we have consequence thinking and here we make ethical considerations. This lid
should be on so that we do not say or do things that we later regret.
If we are subjected to threats or danger, when, for example, we suddenly think we see a snake, we react
immediately, without thinking, and pull away. The lid pops up (straighten your fingers). The thought
brain cannot catch up - and if the snake is there, it is a good thing that there are parts of the brain that
are faster than the thought!
But in most situations, it is not good to react before we think. For the most part, it is good to have a grip
on your emotions (lower your fingers again like a lid over the palm and thumb).
When we live under strong stress, our stress system is highly active (move the thumb), and when the
thought brain has lost control, we can have terrible outbursts. Of course, this is hard both on us and the
people around us.’

ASK THE PARTICIPANTS:
What thoughts does the hand model trigger?
What are your warning signs that an outburst is imminent? How does it feel in your head and in your
body? (Your heart might be pounding. You might black out. Your head might feel hot. The whole body
tenses. And so on.)
What could you do to ‘keep the lid on’?
What use do you think you can have of the hand model?
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THE POINT OF THE HAND MODEL
The hand model is a way to show how the brain works when we are triggered and lose control.
With the help of the model, we can try to be vigilant about what our stress system looks like. We understand why it is important to calm it down.

With the help of the model, we can try to detect warning signals that indicate that the lid is about to
come loose.
Using the model, we can think about what we should do to keep the lid on even when annoying
things happen. For some, it is enough to close your eyes and count to three. Someone else takes three
deep breaths. Someone needs to step away for a while.
If we tell our immediate family about the hand model, we can signal them when we need peace and
quiet by wagging our fingers. With the signal we show: ‘This is what it looks like in my brain right now.’
Using the hand model, we can understand what happens when others have an outburst. We understand that it only gets worse if we react with strong emotions in return. We understand that the best
thing is to do or say something that has a calming effect.

MINDFULNESS
Mindfulness is about being completely and fully present, without valuing and judging, simply paying attention. It is a method to learn and practice, but anyone can try to adopt the approach to reduce stress.
You will find many suggestions online for simple mindfulness exercises that you can lead the participants in. Choose one you are comfortable with.
One easy exercise is to take a slow walk:
Feel how you are moving your body. Feel how the foot meets the ground. Feel how your arms swing
gently just by relaxing your shoulders and arms.
Breathe calmly with deep breaths. Feel how the air enters, and exits, the lungs.
Find a quiet and lovely place where you can sit for a while. Maybe a park?
What does it look like where you are? Look at the view, really look at it. What colours do you see?
What does the light look like? What is farthest away? What is closer to you? Look at the details.
What do you hear?
How does it smell?
How does the air feel? Can you feel a breeze on your face? Can you feel the heat of the sun?
Sit for a while and experience the place with all your senses.
Do not forget to breathe!
The point is that an inner anxiety can decrease or lift for a while if we direct our thoughts towards our
sensations: sight, hearing, touch, sense of smell. When your thoughts want to go back to what worries
you, you should try to ignore them and refocus your attention on what you experience through your
senses.
Is it possible for you together, perhaps divided into two groups, to take a ‘mindful’ walk?

GO AROUND THE TABLE WITH THE STORYTELLING CARDS
- IF YOU HAVE TIME
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FOR NEXT TIME
Encourage the participants to do something each day that is good for their health and reduces stress
levels. Maybe an exercise in mindfulness?

CONCLUSION AND CHECKOUT
Ask the participants: What have you learned from today’s meeting?
Go around the table. Anyone who wants to can say ‘pass’.
Thank them for today’s meeting and remind them of when you are meeting next time.
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EIGHTH MEETING
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THEME:

SLEEP
OBJECTIVE
Participants find methods to improve their sleep.
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CHECK-IN
See page 12.

REAR-VIEW MIRROR
See page 12.

HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT
Ask the participants what they have done since last time to improve their health and reduce their stress
level. Has anyone done any exercise in mindfulness?

RELAXATION EXERCISE
THEME OF THE MEETING: SLEEP
Tell the participants that sleep is vital. We recover both physically and mentally during sleep. Most people living with stress do not sleep well. Everything we do to reduce stress helps with sleep. Also, there
is much more we can do. Sleeping pills are addictive and should preferably not be used for any length
of time. If someone is prescribed sleeping pills by their doctor, it may be a good idea to talk to them
about other ways to improve sleep. Emphasise that you should never stop taking your prescribed medication without consulting a doctor. You should also never take medication that has been prescribed for
someone else.

EXERCISE: WHAT CAN YOU DO TO SLEEP BETTER?
Ask the participants: ’What tips do you have for better sleep?’
Collect and take notes on flipchart or whiteboard.

ADD TO THE PARTICIPANTS’ TIPS IF THE FOLLOWING IS NOT INCLUDED:
Regular times. Avoid napping during the day. Get up and go to bed at around the same time each day.
Light. We need a lot of daylight, preferably early in the day.
We should avoid bright lights in the evening. The light from screens can disturb sleep, as it tricks the
body into thinking it is daytime and then the body does not want to go to sleep.
Physical activity. In order for the body to be able to relax, it must have been tense before. It is important to move your body. The movement you enjoy, whether you run or walk at a leisurely pace, is the
best exercise. (Because that is the exercise that gets done.)
Rigorous training should be avoided in the hours before bedtime as the body needs to wind down.
Relaxation exercises.
Food. Bananas, milk, and walnuts contain substances that some people find promote sleep. A dark
bedroom.
A cool bedroom. A hot head has trouble sleeping.
Avoid coffee, tea, and Coca Cola in the hours before bedtime, as these drinks contain stimulants.
In the evening, avoid things that can cause concern and anxiety, such as news on TV or other media.
Unwind before bedtime by doing something calming.
’Change the movie playing in your head’. If you have difficulty sleeping because pressing thoughts
interfere with falling asleep, you can try to replace the troubling thoughts with something that makes it
easier to settle down. You can, for example, walk through a house you like in your mind, or review scenes from a pleasant and harmless movie.
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Count sheep. Imagining sheep jumping over a fence and counting them is one old method. Just like
with the relaxation exercise, it is easy to lose concentration. The thoughts return to what you do not want
to think about. Instead of giving up and thinking that ‘this isn’t working’, you should try to go back to the
movie in your head - or to the sheep. Feel free to start again from the beginning.

MAKE A PLAN FOR BETTER SLEEP
Ask the participants to think about what they themselves could do to sleep better. Ask them to write
down their suggestions on a piece of paper (or in their notebooks).
If there are many adjustments involved, ask them to make a plan that covers a few weeks: Which
adjustment/s should I try out the first week? Which can I add the next week? And the week after that?
In addition to today’s tips, what more can I do to improve sleep? The exercise Three good things?
Ask the participants to share their plans with one another. (Anyone who wants can of course pass.)
One challenge in the coming weeks is to follow up and evaluate the results of the measures.

REDUCE STRESS DUE TO SELF-CRITICISM
Tell the participants that when we blame and criticise ourselves, it creates stress. We have made mistakes, we are not good enough, we have failed, we are not enough. We feel shame. Our self-criticism can
create the same reaction in the brain as an external threat. It is common for us to dwell on what we have
neglected to do or done wrong when we go to bed and our thoughts make it difficult to settle down.
When this happens, it is a good idea to put things in perspective. Could we have done things that much
differently? Is it not human to make mistakes, to fail? Everyone makes mistakes, and we all fall short
at times. Nobody is perfect. You can soothingly say to yourself, ‘You are good enough, you are okay.
Everyone makes mistakes.’ This way, the brain’s security system can be activated and stress responses
be reduced.

CONVERSATION ABOUT DAMPENING THE STRESS SYSTEM IN CASE OF SELF-CRITICISM
Tell the participants about how self-criticism can trigger the stress system and how you can try to
alleviate it yourself.
Ask the participants: ’What do you think about the suggestion to speak calmly to yourself?’

EXERCISE: WE ALL HAVE GOOD QUALITIES AND ABILITIES
Tell the participants that we all have strengths and weaknesses. There are things we are good at and things
we are not. There are things about ourselves we are proud of - and things we are less proud of. Many of
us focus more on our weaknesses than our strengths and abilities. This is especially true when we feel
depressed. Then we may need to remind ourselves of our good qualities and what we are good at.
Ask the participants to think for a few minutes (quietly) about their good qualities and what they are
good at and write down two qualities and two things they are good at.
Go around the table and let everyone share. Feel free to participate in the exercise yourself.

GO AROUND THE TABLE WITH THE STORYTELLING CARDS
- IF YOU HAVE TIME
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FOR NEXT TIME
Remind the participants of the plans to improve sleep.

CONCLUSION AND CHECKOUT
Ask the participants: What have you learned from today’s meeting? Go around the table. Anyone who
wants to can say ’pass’.
Thank them for today’s meeting and remind them of when you are meeting next time.

The fears you don’t face
become your limits!

NINTH MEETING
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THEME:

TRAUMATIC STRESS
OBJECTIVE
Participants gain an increased understanding of what
traumatic stress is and how traumatic stress affects us.
They learn that it is normal to have a stress reaction
after difficult experiences and receive tips on what they
can do themselves.
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CHECK-IN
See page 12.

REAR-VIEW MIRROR
See page 12.

HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT
How have your attempts at improving your sleep gone? Those who want to share what they have done
to improve their sleep.

RELAXATION EXERCISE
THEME OF THE MEETING: TRAUMATIC STRESS
Tell the participants that you are going to talk about traumatic stress today. Tell them that you are going to
watch the third film in the series After the flight and discuss what you hear and learn.

TRAUMATIC STRESS
This text is for you as a leader. In the film - After the flight - about trauma, the participants get a lot of
information.
Many who have been in a war zone or been on the run have had traumatic experiences. A trauma is an
event that instantly changes the world as we know it, and can leave us overwhelmed and without a foothold. The individual experience determines whether the event becomes a trauma or not.
One example of post-reactions is flashbacks: you relive the trauma. It is also common to have a constantly high activation level; you become irritable, overly sensitive to sound and / or light, you have
nightmares or sleepless nights. You can feel the body becoming numb or experience mental absence;
you shut down and withdraw.
It may also be difficult to experience positive emotions in the same way as before. It may mean that
you have lost the ability to rejoice. You are also unable to feel the love you have for your family among
others.
It may be difficult to seek support. You may not even realise that you need support. Some ‘self-medicate’
by abusing alcohol or drugs.
Feelings of guilt and shame are common. You may feel responsible for the awful things that have happened to you. You may feel guilty for surviving, when so many others did not. You may feel both guilt
and shame for not being able to protect your family.
Becoming easily irritated is a common post-traumatic reaction. It is often directed at those who are
closest to you and who you need the most. If you live with family, all relationships in the family may be
affected and become tense and insecure.
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CONVERSATION SUGGESTIONS BASED ON CERTAIN FILM CLIPS
These are suggestions for conversation questions based on film clips. Select the ones that best suit your
group.
Film 3, clip 2: Traumas may be triggered
The people in the film share how reactions from an unprocessed trauma can resurface if triggered by,
for example, a sound, a smell, or if you are in a stressful situation.
Ask your participants how they think this affects a person’s life.
Film 3, clip 4: Milder trauma - self-help
Genc says that many who have mild trauma can find strategies themselves to feel better. Namir is fighting to overcome his fear of water.
Ask your participants if they have tips on what a person with mild reactions from a trauma can do
themselves to get rid of their reactions.
Film 3, clip 5: More severe trauma - PTSD
Namir says that Solomon often had physical symptoms, such as back pain, headaches, or stomach pain.
It was difficult to understand what could be causing it. Sometimes he just ran out from the SFI class. He
could also withdraw without explaining why. Namir says he began to suspect that Solomon’s feelings
were something he had no words for. The others in the film talk about their own difficulties.
Ask the participants if they can recognize these difficulties in people they have met.
Ask the participants why they think that many who suffer from severe trauma feel as if they are losing
their minds.
Film 3, clip 6: Life is affected
In the film clip, we hear how serious trauma can affect a person’s everyday life.
Ask the participants if there is anything they think we can do to make it easier for those living with
severe trauma.
Film 3, clip 7: To be a relative
Genc says that it can be very difficult to be a relative of someone who is severely traumatised.
Ask the participants what they think you as a relative can do to get the support you need for yourself.
If there are children, it can be scary for them when a relative is in such a bad state.
Ask the participants what can be done for the children to be able to express their feelings and get
answers to their questions. Feel free to go around the table.
Film 3, clip 8: To receive and accept help
In the film, the people talk about how important it is to get help and to find strategies that make you feel
better. As a severely traumatised person, you usually need professional help to get rid of your problems
or get help to learn to live with the problems.
Ask the participants why we generally find it more difficult to ask for help for our mental problems
than for our physical ones.
Namir talks about how difficult life experiences leave a mark. Some blows leave bruises that fade, while
others leave scars that we must live with - and trust that it will be all right.
Ask the participants what they think we can do to accept what has happened and still trust that it will
be all right.
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GO AROUND THE TABLE WITH THE STORYTELLING CARDS
- IF YOU HAVE TIME
FOR NEXT TIME
Ask the participants to continue to try to do something every day that strengthens their health and helps
to reduce stress levels.

CONCLUSION AND CHECKOUT
Ask the participants: What have you learned from today’s meeting?
Go around the table. Anyone who wants to can say ‘pass’.
Thank them for today’s meeting and remind them of when you are meeting next time.

It’s not
the speed
but rather
the direction
that takes
us where we
should be
going.

THEME:

INTEREST AND ACTIVITY
OBJECTIVE
Participants find inspiration for an activity
that helps them feel better.

TENTH MEETING
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Special preparation for the meeting: For this meeting, you will need paper, watercolours, and small
pieces of sponge to paint with.

CHECK-IN
See page 12.

REAR-VIEW MIRROR
See page 12.

HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT
What have the participants done since last time to strengthen their health and reduce stress?

RELAXATION EXERCISE
THEME OF THE MEETING: INTEREST AND ACTIVITY
Tell the participants that there are few things that improve our mood as much as doing things that
interest and engage us, preferably together with other people. A person who is stressed is tired, and
tiredness may lead to apathy and inaction. This in turn causes you to lose contact with people, miss out
on physical activity as well as mental and intellectual stimulation. The best thing you can do for yourself
in that situation is to try to force yourself out of your passivity.
The best thing you can do for a loved one is to take them to an activity that suits them.

PAY ATTENTION TO THE POSITIVE
Tell the participants that where we direct our attention is important to how we feel.
As humans, we remember the difficult and negative things we experience when we are depressed and
stressed, rather than the good things that happen to us.
We can counteract this phenomenon, which only makes us feel even worse, by striving to pay attention to what makes us happy, grateful, and satisfied. Just before going to sleep is a good time for such
thoughts. They may even improve sleep. (The exercise Three Good Things aims to draw our attention to
the positive.)
Ask the participants how you can focus more on what is good, what goes well, what works well, what is
beautiful, and what we can do.

STRUCTURED EXISTENCE
Tell your participants that most of us feel good when we have structure in our daily life, when we have
routines and live a fairly regular life. If you are feeling depressed and think that there is nothing that
makes it worth getting up in the morning, you are doing yourself a big favour if you do it anyway.
Everyone needs to take care of themselves. Everyone needs to make sure to eat healthy, preferably
at regular times. Everyone needs to get some fresh air, no matter how awful the weather is. Everyone
needs to make sure that the body gets to move, meet other people, and feed the soul.
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Much of this happens ‘automatically’ when you have a job to go to. If you do not have a job that forces
you to get your motor running, the engine might end up not starting. Then you might sink into a passivity that reinforces your ill-health.

EXERCISE: HOW DO I KEEP MY ENGINE RUNNING?
Ask the participants: ‘What can you do to live a regular and active life?’
First ask them to reflect in private for a few minutes.
Then ask them to discuss in hives (in pairs).
Then gather up what the hives discussed - from those who want to share

FIND THE DESIRE
Tell the participants that when we are depressed, we tend to do less of the things we normally enjoy
doing. When we do things we like to do, we feel a little better. One step to feeling better is to do fun
things. Maybe the participants can give each other ideas and motivation?

EXERCISE: AN ACTIVITY I ENJOY
Ask the participants to write down activities that they enjoy doing on Post-it notes, one activity per
note, as many activities as they can think of. Allow for time until everyone seems to have finished writing.
And a moment longer. You as a leader, participate!
Ask the participants to remove notes with the activities that for some reason are unrealistic.
Ask them to stick their Post-it notes on the whiteboard or wall.
Ask everyone to come to the board and read the notes.
Ask the participants if they can find a good idea for a nice activity on a piece of paper written by
someone else.
Ask the participants if everyone can decide to, in the next few days, do one or a few of the activities.
Ask the participants to write down what they have decided to do.
Go around the table where anyone who wants to can share what they have decided to do.

EXERCISE: WHAT OPPORTUNITIES DO YOU SEE HERE
IN SWEDEN?
Ask the participants if there is anything special that Sweden has to offer them. Any opportunity that
has opened up? Something that was not possible in their home country?
Ask them to think about it for a while.
Then ask them to discuss in hives.
Go around the table where anyone who wants to can share.

EXERCISE: PAINT THE COLOURS OF LIFE
This is a creative exercise of the simplest kind. Using colour, we may be able to express things that we
have difficulty putting into words. By working with the colours, perhaps we can discover an emotion.
This exercise is easy to lead and easy to do.
You need sturdy paper, colours - preferably simple watercolours. (Make sure black is included. Sometimes paint boxes do not include black.) You need glasses or small jars for water and small pieces of
sponge to paint with. Brushes are not used.
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How you can describe the exercise: ‘What is your life like right now? What lies between light and darkness? Paint the colours in your life. It can be many colours. The result is not supposed to be ‘pretty’, you
should not paint something that depicts anything, just capture the emotions. That is why we paint with
pieces of sponge and not brushes. So, paint the colours in your life.’
The room should be quiet while you paint. It usually does not take long to find your colours.
When everyone has finished painting, you pin the pictures to the wall and whoever wants to can talk
about their painting. Listen to each other without commenting or asking questions.

GO AROUND THE TABLE WITH THE STORYTELLING CARDS
- IF YOU HAVE TIME
FOR NEXT TIME
Remind the participants to do one or more of the activities they have decided on.

CONCLUSION AND CHECKOUT
Ask the participants: What have you learned from today’s meeting?
Go around the table. Anyone who wants to can say ‘pass’.
Thank them for today’s meeting and remind them of when you are meeting next time.

IMPORTANT FOR YOU AS A LEADER:
PREPARATION FOR THE NEXT MEETING
The next meeting is about what your local community can offer. You who are leading the workshop
need to make a proper inventory to be able to present everything to the participants. Feel free to enlist
help from others. It is helpful if multiple people can serve as contact persons for your community. It is
also good if you can hold your meeting at a local meeting point.

ELEVENTH MEETING
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THEME:

ACTIVITIES AND
NEW CONTEXTS
OBJECTIVE
The participants find ways forward after the
workshop series in the form of concrete activities
and contexts.
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Special preparation for the meeting: Prior to this meeting, you shall have found out what opportunities for leisure activities and involvement the local community offers. A very good alternative is having
invited guest speakers. Together, they should be able to cover the whole area. Maybe you can hold the
meeting at an association or at a municipal meeting point?

CHECK-IN
See page 12.

REAR-VIEW MIRROR
See page 12.

HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT
Ask the participants to share how they did with the activity that they decided to try.

RELAXATION EXERCISE
THEME: ACTIVITIES AND NEW CONTEXTS
What activities and gathering spots can the local community offer? What do the participants already
know? Ask them to share. Take notes on the board.
You as leaders and any invited guests share all the possibilities:
What does the municipality offer?
What is in the library?
What does the Red Cross offer? The sports movement? Other association life?
The church / mosque?
Adult education associations?
Nature?
Culture?
What is the first step in taking part in these activities and gathering spots? Discuss.
When do they take place / when is it open? Find out. There is probably info online.
Which activities are easy to participate in when you know very little Swedish? Sports? Dance? Pottery?
Painting? Chess? Other?
Where can you find help with language training?
Which ones are completely free and which ones cost?
What is appealing to you?
Go around the table where everyone shares.
Is there something the participants want to do with a close relative / friend? Ask the participants to
take notes.
Is there something that a couple or a few participants want to do together? If so, agree on a time
to do so.
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GO AROUND THE TABLE WITH THE STORYTELLING CARDS
- IF YOU HAVE TIME
FOR NEXT TIME
Ask the participants to try one or a couple of activities and / or visit a gathering spot / activity hall. Remind them of the plan for improved sleep.

CONCLUSION AND CHECKOUT
Ask the participants: What have you learned from today’s meeting?
Go around the table. Anyone who wants to can say ’pass’.
Thank them for today’s meeting and remind them of when you are meeting next time.
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TWELFTH MEETING
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THEME:

OUR WAYS FORWARD
OBJECTIVE
The workshop series is summarized and the
participants move on.
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Special preparation for the meeting: For this meeting, you need freezer tape for the exercise as you will
be attaching notes to each other’s backs. Post-it notes are good to write on, but they do not stick well to
clothing.

CHECK-IN
See page 12.

REAR-VIEW MIRROR
See page 12.

HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT
Ask the participants to talk about an activity they have done since the last time or any meeting place /
activity hall they have visited.
How is the sleep plan going?

RELAXATION EXERCISE
Feel free to discuss the relaxation exercise. Will the participants continue to do it? There are lots of other
exercises to do that can be found online.

THIS WEEK’S THEME: OUR WAYS FORWARD
Revisit the themes discussed, one at a time:
Is there something in particular the participants took to heart? Go around the table for each theme.

STRATEGIES FOR THE WAY FORWARD
What can the participants do to not ‘lose’ new insights and new routines?
Ask the participants what they can do to ‘keep going’ after the end of the workshop series. Gather all
ideas. (Do they want to form a Facebook group? Do they want to continue meeting at one of the meeting places in the community?)

I WOULD ALSO LIKE TO SHARE
This is the last meeting for this workshop series. In the conversations around the workshops’ different
themes and based on the storytelling cards, much has been shared.
Ask the participants if there is anything they would like to share with the group that they have not
previously been able to say.
Ask the participants to think about it for a while.
Then go around the table where anyone who wants to shares.
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EXERCISE: NOTES ON YOUR BACK
Now you have all gotten to know one another. Ask the participants what good qualities they see in
each of the other participants. Ask them to write it down on a piece of paper, one good quality on a
piece of paper for each person. Write anonymously.
Mingle around the room. Everyone attaches a note to the backs of the others.
Use freezer tape. Help each other to remove the notes so that everyone can read theirs.
Go around the table where anyone who wants to shares how it felt to read the notes and if there was
something that made them especially happy.

THANK EACH OTHER FOR THIS TIME
Thank each other for this time with a ‘fictional gift’, something chosen to suit the recipient. Give participants time to think and provide some examples of what such a gift could be: A rose garden, a cleaning
robot, a trip to a warm and sunny destination, a kitten, a big box of fine chocolate…

GOOD LUCK WITH THE WAY FORWARD!
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SOMETHING I
AM PROUD OF

THE MEANING
OF MY LIFE
RIGHT NOW

MY BEST
FRIEND

A PLACE
I ENJOY

WHERE
I WANT TO
BE IN FIVE
YEARS

SOMETHING
THAT MAKES
ME LAUGH

SOMETHING I
LONG FOR

A ROLE
MODEL
TO ME

THE CENTRE
OF MY LIFE

A VALUE
THAT IS
IMPORTANT
TO ME

SOMETHING
I WANT TO
FIGHT FOR

I AM GOOD
AT THIS

STORYTELLING CARDS
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SOMETHING
THAT GIVES
ME HOPE

AN
IMPORTANT
COMMUNITY
FOR ME

A SONG
THAT MEANS
A LOT TO ME

SOMETHING
THAT MAKES
ME MARVEL

A GOOD DAY
FOR ME

A GOOD
CHILDHOOD
MEMORY

SOMETHING
I WANT TO
LEARN

A FANTASTIC
MEAL

A FUNNY
STORY

BERÄTTARKORT
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SPIDER WEB
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MILSA’s in-depth programme on health and well-being has
been developed to contribute to recovery for the many newly
arrived migrants who live with such a high level of stress that
it hinders integration into Swedish society.
This workshop guide serves as a direct support in the workshop
series on mental health and well-being. Especially trained civic
and health communicators have, with the support of this material, methods to promote safe and pedagogical conversations
about difficult experiences and emotions. In a safe space, participants gain important knowledge about stress and methods
for managing stress. They discuss how identity is affected and
challenged by migration. They discuss losses but also the many
new opportunities that life in Sweden offers.
As coordinator of mental health at the Swedish Association
of Local Authorities and Regions, I view this material as a
long-awaited support that will be useful in many contexts.
Good health information is a cornerstone that can be supplemented as needed with more intensive interventions for those
who need it. Early interventions can prevent a negative development and prevent the need for psychiatric interventions and
trauma care. They are an important part of our joint action to
promote health and facilitate integration.
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